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Executive Summary and Recommendations

Objective Assessment and Rating of Drugs
According to Multi-Dimensional Criteria
This submission is made from my perspective as a Melbourne Nightclub owner who
has been involved in the industry for 30 years.
I understand that research indicates that there is greater harm caused by alcohol
and tobacco compared to illicit drugs.
However, a record number of motorists killed on Victorian roads have drugs in their
system (see appendices 1, 2 and 3) so there is clear evidence that the use of illicit
and prescription drugs is on the increase despite the best efforts of authorities to
restrict supply - see
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/nearly-half-of-all-drivers-killed-last-year-had-been-drinking-ortaking-drugs-20170310-guv57l.htmll

and
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-23/drug-drivers-exceed-rate-drink-drivers-research/6342102

and
http://www.3aw.com.au/news/assistant-commissioner-doug-fryer-disturbed-by-road-safety-blitzresults-20161221-gtg8jn.html

Furthermore, our prisons are over-represented by persons who have committed
crimes to support illicit drug use or make money by dealing in illicit drugs, tobacco,
etc; and, once inside, it is apparent prison inmates have little difficulty accessing illicit
drugs (see appendices 4 and 5) and http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/tests-showprisons-rife-with-drugs/news-story/7f06a1f49f5819dffb792e22b4a8730a
and
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/our-prisons-are-full-of-prisoners-high-on-drugs/newsstory/ae7d2914cc6f08f30ff180b9fc04a546

Clearly law enforcement has failed to dent the supply of illicit drugs and, according to
many experts, will never do so, so long as strong demand exists within the
community as admitted recently by Assistant Commissioner, Stephen Fontana (see
appendix 6 and 7) see
http://www.smh.com.au/national/health/behind-australias-love-affair-with-illicit-drugs-201504241msnzz.html

and
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/top-cop-slams-australias-drug-use-as-a-national-disgrace/newsstory/7e035f75fb13191bd126829578113db2

The release in April 2012 of The Australia21 report entitled: “The prohibition of illicit
drugs is killing and criminalising our children and we are letting it happen”
http://www.australia21.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/ASIllicitDrugsR1.pdf ,
strongly suggests an alternative approach must be adopted if we are to reduce illicit
drug use or at least ensure drug use occurs in safe, supportive environments
combined with strong public health campaigns.

The Australia21 report was formulated after a panel of eminent Australians, including
former Foreign Affairs Minister Bob Carr, former Howard government health minister
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Michael Wooldridge and former Federal Police commissioner Mick Palmer, met in
January 2012 to discuss a global report on the ''war on drugs'' and its failures.
It is quite evident that the ‘war on drugs’ has failed, and has been quoted as
‘irrational and unwinnable’ (see appendices 8, 9 and 10) see
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-age-editorial/the-war-on-drugs-has-failed-and-australia-mustchange-its-policies-20161129-gszwmj.html

and
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/the-real-killer-in-our-nightclubs-dumb-drug-laws-20170120gtv865.html

and
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-age-editorial/new-approach-needed-to-tackle-harm-illicitdrugs-cause-in-australia-20170104-gtlrpk.html

Recreational drug use is higher now than possibly ever before and nothing police or
other law enforcement agencies do seems to have any impact on the supply of
drugs. There is considerable research showing that alcohol may cause more
community harm than illicit drugs.
During my time as a nightclub owner I have become increasingly disheartened by
the way in which the Victorian police force has tackled the recreational drug issue.
Drug use effects the profitability and reputation of the nightclub industry. Nightclubs
make money from entry fees and selling alcohol. Customers who take drugs don’t
buy alcohol which is why nightclubs oppose drug use.
Currently the law in Victoria states, nightclubs must provide free drinking water to
patrons. A combination of the failure of police to dent drug supply and Government
taxes on alcohol mean recreational drugs are cheaper than buying three or four
alcoholic drinks.
For this reason, the feeling I get from discussions in the industry and community
there needs to be a more effective approach towards the use of recreational drugs in
the community as a whole.
Currently police (who clearly do not understand the economics of running a
business) are combative towards nightclubs and their operators.
Penialising a nightclub if someone was to takes drugs is like charging a department
store when they have a shoplifter. Just as stores do not want shoplifters because
they hurt profitability, entertainment venues do not want drug users because they
hurt profitability.
A more sensible and effective police approach would be to work with the nightclub
industry and not just make statements at Liquor Licensee Forums (LLF). When high
ranking Police attend a LLF it becomes a talk fest, the police make a statement and
then become invisible. Actions speak louder than words.
At a recent Stonnington Liquor Licensees Forum Extraordinary Meeting in January
2017 due to illicit drug fatalities and hospitalisation in and around the City of Port
Philip, Bayside and Stonnington areas it was quite evident that majority of licensed
venues and the general public are frustrated by the lack of information being shared
7

by police. Venues don’t trust the police and are tired of responsibility shifting of the
drug problem to the nightclub industry - (see appendices 11, 12 and 13) see
http://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/crime/a-number-of-people-partying-at-chapel-streethospitalised-after-bad-drugs/news-story/b67bd8ef0b8e3c6d56f4d1cc44b5445c

and
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/police-defend-decision-not-to-warn-public-of-new-drug-aftermelbourne-club-deaths-20170206-gu6zf2.html

It is regrettable that police continually make contradictory public statements (see
appendix 14) http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/rogue-nightclubs-face-sanctions-from-police20170319-gv1hdm.html for example, where The Age reporter states ‘A police
spokesman confirmed that "some venues" had been issued with penalties’. When in
circumstances a venue may escape punishment, if they assist police. For example,
with the recent events from January that resulted in the identification of a man who
was later charged with trafficking MDMA’. Therefore, are the police saying that
unless you identify a member of the general public you could be prosecuted for not
being able to forward information? This goes against the Victoria Police advice to
Venue Operators point 5. Liaison with local police (see appendix 15).
In essence, the police saying that unless you identify a member of the general public
you could be prosecuted for not being able to forward information! This goes against
the Victoria Police advice given repeatedly to Venue Operators that you will not be
prosecuted for being cooperative (see appendix 15).
Furthermore, former Police Chief Commissioner Ken Lay summed up the situation
when speaking of the recreational drug problem and stated publicly “we cannot
arrest our way out of our problems”. Unfortunately there is a danger that this
statement gives the wrong message to young people.
Young people are now bombarded with mixed messages on illicit drugs – on the one
hand they are assured that if they are caught using recreational drugs, they will not
face any serious consequences (see appendix 16 and 17). and see
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-age-editorial/the-war-on-drugs-is-a-losingbattle-20160707-gq0m5f.html and, on the other hand, they are warned that they will
face serious consequences if caught.
I believe an on-the-spot fine (perhaps a fine after testing positive to illicit substances,
similar to police BAC testing) would be an extremely strong deterrent. Similar fines
for illegal parking, speeding and travelling on public transport, for example, have
been proven to be effective means of creating a desired outcome.
The availability of the more common illicit drugs, such as ecstasy (MDMA) for
example, is such that it is much cheaper in relative terms than alcohol and is the now
the drug of choice for many young people.
Whilst this remains the situation and considering the alarming statement made by
Assistant Commissioner Steve Fontana (refer to appendix 7) see
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/top-cop-slams-australias-drug-use-as-a-national-disgrace/newsstory/7e035f75fb13191bd126829578113db2 , law enforcement agencies such as Victoria

Police should not blame or target businesses and social institutions for drug use that
will inevitably occur.

Nevertheless, changing drug laws is a difficult proposition as expressed by Jeff
Kennett where he states, “I've come to the point where I've recognised where what
8

we are doing is simply not good enough” (see appendix 18).
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-20/jeff-kennett-backs-drug-decimalisation-in-australia/8369970

The level of harm caused by drug to others and the community in general is set out
in the table below 1

1

The information contained in this chart came from a research document produced by the
UK’s Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs’ entitled "Drug harms in the UK: a multi-criteria
decision analysis" and was covered in a 2010 New Atlas story. The findings of the committee, based
on wide ranging criteria, apply scientific methodology to answering the perpetually vexing question of
exactly how much harm certain drugs do to their users and those around them. The full paper is
available free on the web – see http://thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS01406736%2810%2961462-6/fulltext

Decriminalising and/or legalising currently common illicit drugs has been proposed
by some interested parties. The belief is that providing substances where the
ingredients and effects are known would provide a safer experience for drug users.
Taxing these products would benefit the community and reduce criminal activity in
the drug trade.
While I am not currently in favour of legalising recreational drug use, it is clear that
Victoria Police have dramatically failed to control or limit drug use. Therefore, more
research on what is occurring overseas ie: Portugal, The Netherlands, The Czech
Republic and America with The High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Program
(HIDTA) which is an important component of the President's National Drug Control
Strategy (refer to their website http://www.rmhidta.org/) and proactive approach to
research into MDMA being used medically (refer to appendix 19)
http://www.rmhidta.org/(X(1)S(32wnlxcfvm0tjzfculhtknek))/default.aspx?AspxAutoDetectCookieSuppo
rt=1

I also note Jeff Kennett’s support for injection rooms (refer to appendix 18). He has
also now put forward a suggestion of legalisation of controlled Marijuana and MDMA
(see appendix 20). see
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-age-editorial/the-war-on-drugs-is-a-losing-battle-20160707gq0m5f.html
and
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http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-age-editorial/new-approach-needed-to-tackle-harm-illicitdrugs-cause-in-australia-20170104-gtlrpk.html

Victoria Police combative approach making the
problem worse
The polices adopted by all Australian law enforcement agencies currently is based
on the principle of ‘harm minimisation’.
Victoria Police’s official policy on illicit drugs, distributed to licensees in 2006
stresses the importance of cooperation with licensed venues and dance parties as a
critical element of harm minimisation. Your committee has previously been provided
with these policy documents and relevant extracts are quoted below.
As I’ve previously stated, venue operators fear that police will penalise venues that
report illicit drug use or overdoses within and around their premises. This behaviour
is leading to a reluctance within venues to seek Police or Ambulance assistance.
The following quote is from this policy document:
“Many event organisers are worried about handing over drugs to the police, fearing
that they may be considered to have a serious drug problem at their venue and this
may impact on their liquor license. A good working relationship with police can
relieve these fears. Police appreciate the difﬁculties in preventing drug trafﬁcking at
events and in venues and would rather work closely with organisers to tackle
identiﬁed problems than seek to close down a venue.” (my emphases).
The Victorian Parliamentary Committee on Law Reform, Drugs and Crime
Prevention in September 2014; page 279, see page 342 of current pdf version and
refer to Appendix 19) see
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/LRDCPC/Tabling Documents/Inquiry into Methamp
hetamine text Vol 01 with addendums.pdf believed “strong relationships need to exist

between Victorian Police and nightclubs and entertainment venues, particularly
regarding illicit drug use. One way this might occur is through the protocols between
Victoria Police and nightclub owners that expands upon the information provided in
the document ‘Responding to Drugs, Advice to Venue Operators’.
Despite this official policy, nightclubs are repeatedly subject to negative campaigns
by Victoria Police.
Equally it is disturbing that police responded with misleading statements when your
committee investigated the issue of ‘ice’ use. When l addressed your committee at
this time, I was referring to ‘black marks’ and ‘written warnings’ which venue
operators then and now find themselves under constant threat.
In response Victoria Police instead referred erroneously to demerit points not
applying to venues ‘condoning’ illicit drug use, which was not the intent of my
comments. Also for the record to date they have not adopted the recommendations
given by the Victorian Parliamentary Commission. (page 342 of current pdf version
and refer to Appendix 22) see
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/LRDCPC/Tabling Documents/Inquiry into Me
thamphetamine text Vol 01 with addendums.pdf
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At a February Melbourne Liquor License forum in 2017, it was discussed that the
Victoria Police would making a submission and seeking, amongst other things,
stronger powers against licensed premises and dance parties where it alleges drug
use is occurring (despite the best efforts of licensees).
Your Committee should reject any such moves; and furthermore, send a strong
message to Victoria Police command that it should ensure all its staff are made
aware of, and retrained, in Victoria Police’s official drug policies (as previously
provided to your committee and summarised in this submission) and the principles of
harm minimisation.
As an example, in 2014, my business at Inflation Nightclub was the target of a
vindictive campaign by Victoria Police over unfounded allegations that my business,
and others similar to mine, were, the “cause of the drug problem” (refer to appendix
23). see http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/police-want-notorious-king-stnightclub-inflation-to-close-early/news-story/cd0d4710bd63be5f43827cfa0aceea27

An application was made by Victoria Police in 2014 to the Victoria Commission for
Gambling and Liquor Regulation (VCGLR) to severely restrict my trading conditions
to the extent my business would not have been viable had the application succeeded
(see Appendices 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27) see
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/police-want-notorious-king-st-nightclubinflation-to-close-early/news-story/cd0d4710bd63be5f43827cfa0aceea27

and
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/call-outs-to-king-st-for-overdosing-ghb-users-haveskyrocketed/news-story/bc2e9591699fa1a464d4e65657604fdf

and
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/police-fear-stolen-chemicals-may-be-sold-as-drugs-201311152xn63.html

and
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/stop-this-city-drugs-scourge/newsstory/4d3e1a9ed17061eadba5e0043a3b6735?sv=d9e61459442aa55c67a2f36da5998b51

and
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/nightclub-overdoses-prompt-police-raids-20130421-2i902.html

The application was discredited to the extent that it was withdrawn unreservedly
before the matter could be heard by the VCGLR.
Nevertheless, the police action resulted in considerable personal stress, financial
loss and damage to my reputation.
The current police adversarial approach towards entertainment venues is putting the
welfare of drug users at risk (venues fear prosecution if they phone an ambulance)
and unfairly punishing venues that may experience drug related issues over which
they have no control.
Despite multiple recommendations that police work more closely with venues, levels
of cooperation are currently at their lowest ebb in my 30 year experience in the
hospitality industry.

Liquor Licensing and Alcohol Related Reforms
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In 2016, I wrote to the Hon, James Merlino, regarding Urgent Reforms to Liquor
Licensing Policy and practice in Victoria and received a subsequent reply (see
appendix 28 and 29).
The recommendations important to this inquiry include:
Improving the relationships and information exchange between the
Liquor License Forums (LLF) with Police, the VCGLR and Municipal Councils
LLFs are excellent means of exchange of information and intelligence of benefit to
both licensees and authorities.
However, police and local government often treat LLFs simply as a convenient
means of ‘waving the big stick’. Not only do they not meet their end of the bargain in
terms of information exchange but, more often than not, what is said at LLFs is not
reflected in the actions of authorities working in the field.
All Police and Local Government officials participating in LLFs should be required to
undergo professional development training on what LLFs are intended to achieve
and the importance of mutual respect. Examples of best practice could be better
highlighted also through this process.

Use of Patron ID Scanners
At Inflation and Chasers, l have successfully operated ‘Scantek’ patron ID scanning
systems for many years. This particular system is linked to compatible systems
installed at other participating venues, and enables venues to identify underage
persons attempting to gain entry using false ID and patrons who have been
previously barred for inappropriate behavior. (refer to ppendices 30, 31 and 32). See
http://www.news.com.au/technology/hi-tech-link-puts-nightclubs-on-red-alert-for-drunken-thugs/newsstory/ef8ebad146078444eba6ee1a7b42f608

and
http://www.smh.com.au/it-pro/security-it/nightlife-safer-with-scanners-20121001-26vl9.html

The use of these systems is currently voluntary
l recommend that all venues targeting an 18+ audience after 9:00pm be required to
install and use ID scanners that meet agreed specifications including cross linking
across venues. circulating information of banning and have shared communication
throughout Australia. The Scantek technology is of great value to over 250
nightclubs Australia wide who currently use this service. Refer to appendix 29 for
detailed graph + statistics.
l further recommended that:
1. Abandon quick fixes such as lockouts, ‘three strikes’, and other similar
populist measures abandoned in favour of more evidence based research;
and informed policy initiatives based on true cause and effect be
formulated and implemented (see the Victorian Government’s stated
position on this topic in appendix 35) see.
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/lockout-laws-would-destroy-melbourne-victoriangovernment-20160214-gmtppt.html
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2. A strong focus be placed on the offender for alcohol, offending
behaviour and other drug related offences (other than personal possession
and use), with an emphasis on strong penalties for serious offences, and
the associated deterrent effect. A greater emphasis be placed on
preventing drinking in public places (including ‘preloading’ – refer to
appendix 36). See http://www.smh.com.au/national/vichealth-finds-victorians-drinkbefore-during-and-after-night-out-20131124-2y3wf.html

3. Public alcohol and drug awareness and harm minimisation campaigns
be introduced nationally for all senior secondary and university students,
and other target groups such as migrants and refugees, based on the
‘Alcocups’ program now being trialled at Griffith University (refer to
appendices 37 and 38). See
http://sydney.edu.au/news/84.html?newsstoryid=9257

and
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/editorial/the-drugs-debate-australia-needs20120520-1yyrw.html

4. Public awareness campaigns be introduced nationally in mainstream and
social media targeting antisocial and violent behaviour – the recently
handed down recommendations of the Victorian Judicial Commission into
Family violence will no doubt assist in this regard
5. Quality ‘real time’ statistical analysis be undertaken into all acts of
violence across society, day and night, and trends more accurately
identified, measured, and responded to. Also, better mapping of trends in
alcohol sales and consumption.

Primary Prevention – Youth
The Chief Commissioner of Police has recently acknowledged that we have a
serious youth crime problem.
From dealing with young people every week I have been made me aware of the lack
of education and support being provided at the ground level.
I believe this is why we are seeing significant problems with youth crime and
disengagement.
The young are driven by music and fashion particularly through social media.
In regard to young people and their social and entertainment experiences when they
venture out at night, I would make the following recommendations:
1. Tertiary and secondary school students should be educated on their
responsibilities when they go out at night . I have recently trialled an
education program for senior secondary students at my Chasers venue in
South Yarra, entitled ‘Heading Out, Heading Home’. I strongly believe
similar public alcohol and other drug awareness campaigns should be
introduced for all senior secondary and university students across Victoria,
and other target groups such as migrants and refugees, based on the
‘Heading Out, Heading Home’ Program which is also now being trialled at
Griffith University (refer to appendices 37 and 38). See
http://sydney.edu.au/news/84.html?newsstoryid=9257
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and
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/editorial/the-drugs-debate-australia-needs20120520-1yyrw.html

2. Public awareness campaigns be introduced nationally in mainstream
and social media targeting antisocial and violent behaviour – the
recently-handed-down recommendations of the Victorian Judicial
Commission into Family Violence (Victoria) will no doubt assist in this
regard
3. Parental childhood education, support and early intervention should
be a major priority to prevent and reduce, over time, entrenched adult
offending behaviours
4. Police, Local Government, Youth and Alcohol and Drug Agencies, etc
should be encouraged to work with and support licensees. Victoria Police,
in particular should act in accordance with their official policy published by
the Victoria Police, Drug and Alcohol Strategy Unit in 2006 entitled
‘Responding to Drugs’, which is referred to elsewhere in this submission.
(refer to appendix 15 and 16)
5. Police, Local Government, Youth and Alcohol and Drug Agencies, etc
should be encouraged to work with and support licensees to safely conduct
alcohol and drug free underage events in licensed premises.
As well as education and awareness for young people, we urgently need to
encourage and facilitate venues in holding alcohol and drug free events for underage
persons. Young people need the opportunity to socialise in culturally-relevant events.
This is particularly evident with the widespread problems associated with vulnerable
young people and is a reason why the Chief Commissioner of Police convened the
2016 ‘Youth Summit’.
At Chasers, we receive approximately 3 inquiries per week to hold student formals
after-parties. Currently the Victorian Liquor Licensing regulations state that venues
need to apply for special permission to hold a function for those under 18, to finish by
8:00pm or 10:00pm and meet other stringent conditions. In most cases, police will
object when such applications are made.
Not only is this a lot of work for a venue in compliance with conditions such as
removing all alcoholic beverages room display, etc, it is also forcing venues to take
after parties in the hope that they won't get caught. We were informed recently that
a venue held an after party and closed their doors so that it didn't look as if they were
open.
This alone places a safety risk to the young person’s attending. What if someone
overdosed on an illicit substance? Would management phone an ambulance?
Would management move the young person outside of their premise and have
someone else phone an ambulance? What if scenarios all play out badly?
I recommend a complete review be held of current policy regarding underage
functions with the aim of making them more widely available and a more practical
procedure for underage license applications.
I also recommend that two age categories be introduced for events recognising the
different needs of young persons and the welfare of younger persons.
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These categories would be:


14 to 15 year olds with closing times no later than 10:00pm



16 to 17 years old with closing times of 1:00am. The music would finish at
12:30am with a half an hour grace period to leave safely and disperse
more gradually. This is the age group where forged or illegal use of
learners permits and drivers license is a prevalent and ongoing concern.

To date Inflation alone, has confiscated and forwarded 100’s of false IDs to various
Licensing Inspectors.

6. Drug and Alcohol Harm Minimisation Awareness programs for young
people.
Chasers recently held a successful youth drug awareness Heading Out Heading
Home program and invited various Victoria Police members, the drug and alcohol
drug strategy unit and other relevant agencies. (see appendix 39)
Victoria Police sent an UNDERCOVER employee who twice lied about his employer
(University of Melbourne and the City of Stonnington). I recognised Jarad Henry from
the committee established to update a Department of Human Services, Victoria
‘Code of practice for running safer music festivals and events’.
This is a clear example of the lack of willingness to work with entertainment venues
and is also a breach of policy in relation to cooperating with venues and in particular
my attempts to introduce an innovative and proactive approach to introduce a drug
and alcohol harm minimisation awareness program, Heading Out Heading Home.
When I confronted Mr Henry he said that he had been sent by people “at the top”
and that the reason was “political”.
7. Encouraging Victoria Police to return to community programs that

engage police in social and sporting activities with marginalised young
people.
In summary - Police Attitudes Need To Change!

Introduction
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As a licensee of 2 large nightclubs in inner Melbourne, Inflation and Chasers, I have
seen firsthand the impact that dugs, both legal and illicit, can have on people using
drugs and on other people with whom they interact with.
I do not condone the use of illicit drugs within the current legal framework and I
acknowledge the difficult social issue they pose.
I have an exemplary record in working with authorities to address this issue and
other social problems and have previously addressed a recent Parliamentary
Committee Inquiry into ‘ICE’ use and would welcome the opportunity to do so again
before your Committee. (see page 342 of current pdf version
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/LRDCPC/Tabling_Documents/Inquiry_into_Methamp
hetamine text Vol 01 with addendums.pdf and refer to appendix 19).

There is a widely-held view that the so-called war on [illicit] drugs is irrational and
unwinnable, yet Governments of all persuasions continue to invest considerable
sums fighting this ‘war’.
As a licensee, I have been the victim of the current laws and associated policy
inconsistencies.
In 2014, Victoria Police mounted a massive campaign to vary my Inflation Liquor
License which if it had of been successful would have destroyed my business.
Victoria Police, in effect, alleged that my ‘Cloud Nine’ Theme Night at Inflation on
Saturdays encouraged the drug culture even to the point of the then Licensing
Inspector stating the music that was played was “associated with drug use”.
For the record the music genre that continues to be played on Saturday nights is the
same genre which is played on Fox, Kiss, Nova and other Melbourne radio stations
catering to the youth market. My DJs actually came up with a unique mix which
became known, internationally, as the ‘Melbourne Bounce’ and these DJs obtained
international recognition as a result (refer to appendices 40 and 41). See
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/music/sparks-flies-to-la-on-the-rhythm-of-melbourne-bounce20131006-2v26i.html

and
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/entertainment/arts/young-dj-joel-fletcher-is-the-latest-australianproducer-to-go-global/news-story/53242abf636a0a76411233597d0df317

The police application against my venue amounted to some 400 pages and was
based predominantly on drug-related overdoses which took part in nearby carparks,
together with graffiti in these carparks.
Of some 59 alleged ‘incidents’, mainly in the car park behind the VCAT building and
owned a private company, only 37 were drug related and only 6 related to my venue.
These six incident related to anti-social behaviour, people being knocked back at the
front door and ambulance attendances.
To put this in context, the net 37 alleged drug related incidents was less than an
average of one drug related incident per week in and around King Street where an
estimated 100,000 persons or more visit every Saturday night / Sunday morning.
Inflation was being vigorously targeted by Victoria Police, for instance, during the 8month period in 2013 Inflation had 104,000 patrons and police attended on 337
occasions. During this time there were only six incidents. This number is as high as
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the capacity at the MCG on Grand final day ie, Inflation nightclub, over 8 months had
103,994 patrons who were well behaved.
Furthermore, the number of persons involved in these incidents was miniscule in
terms of the overall patronage of Inflation during 2013, or the 9000 overdoses that
drug agency VAADA state occurs in Victoria annually (refer to appendix 42). See
http://www.vaada.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/VAADA-media-release saving-lives-11APR.pdf

Despite the media hype and police allegations, drug use in King Street was, and still
is no more prevalent than any other social institution or setting in Victoria. In fact, the
VAADA statistics would suggest that it is much less! This is a prime example of how
the drug debate can be distorted and should be an important consideration in your
Committee’s Inquiry.
In pursuing the police application, the then Superintendent and now Assistant
Commissioner Bret Guerin chose to give an exclusive interview to journalist, Mark
Buttler from the Herald Sun and intentionally leaked confidential documents relating
to the police application. Resulting in an article that appeared in colour on the front
page of the Herald Sun with the banner “War on Club” (see Appendices 24, 25 and
43). See
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/call-outs-to-king-st-for-overdosing-ghb-users-haveskyrocketed/news-story/bc2e9591699fa1a464d4e65657604fdf

I subsequently received abusive threats on social media and this caused me
considerable stress.
After expending over $100,000 on legal fees and discrediting the police application,
Victoria Police unreservedly withdrew the application but, needless to say, the
damage to my reputation and my business was considerable.
This is a clear example where Victoria Police attempted to undertake social
engineering in blatant disregard for their own policies on illicit drug use.
As the laws currently stand, illicit drugs are bad for the businesses of nightclubs and
dance parties because they decrease the sales of legitimate products (ie alcohol,
soft drinks and water), and invite the attention of authorities and considerable time,
money and stress is expended in defensive action and expensive legal battles, as in
my case for example.
Inflation has a strict regime in place to mitigate the impact of illicit drugs. Any patrons
acting suspiciously are barred from the venue or pointed out to police. Signage
warning about the consequences of illicit drug use is prominently displayed in the
venue. Promoters regularly send anti-drug messages on their social media networks.
All serious overdose victims receive immediate first aid from qualified staff and
ambulances are called in every instance if warranted. If an ambulance is called, the
persons affected are taken outside so that they can be more effectively treated by
paramedics in accordance with the advice of Ambulance Victoria.
Having said this, serious overdoses in my Inflation venue are infrequent (less than
four on average each year since 2013) particularly in the context of an average
patronage of 1,992 persons each night of trading and as high as 3,092 making it one
of Melbourne’s largest and most popular nightclubs over many years.
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What makes this even more irksome is that police have done little to attack the
supply side of the drug culture by apprehending or thwarting the activities of dealers
within the community.
Supply reduction is primarily the responsibility of Victoria Police and other law
enforcement agencies.
Unfortunately, Victoria Police has clearly failed in meeting the key policy objective of
‘Supply Reduction’ and breached its own official policies on demand reduction and
harm reduction in regards to its operational policing actions in the Melbourne CBD as
per the examples provided in this submission.

My Management Practices and Strong Anti-Drug Policies
and Campaigns
I probably have in place the strictest and most professional management regime of
all licensees in Melbourne, if not Australia.
l typically employ, at significant cost, double the ratio of security required by my
licence. In addition, l employ a Harm Minimisation officer, a Responsible Service of
Alcohol Officer, and Compliance and First Aid Officers. Employment of all of these
staff in combination is unique in Melbourne’s late night entertainment industry.
In addition to the security at the front of Inflation, a further security member is also
permanently stationed at the front entrance to ensure patrons cross busy King Street
safely.
All patron IDs are scanned and false IDs and details of ‘persons of interest’ are
regularly forwarded to Police.
A media interview with my security manager on the use of ID scanners on the 23 rd
April 2009 had approximately 10,000 views on YouTube, assisting obviously in
promoting a culture of harm reduction and harm minimisation: See YouTube link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUp2aVDQd5U

The IDs of people who have been barred for inappropriate behaviour including drug
possession, use or dealing are recorded in the scanner and the scanner immediately
alerts security if barred persons attempt to gain entry at a later date (see for
appendix 33 for Scantek data). This process is just as stringent as someone visiting
a Victorian prison.
I have been proactive in seizing forged and false IDs and forwarding them to the
Licensing Inspectors at the time. Up until January 2013, 94 false and fake IDs were
forwarded to Licensing Inspector Paul Ross; in 2014 a further 130 false and fake IDs
were forwarded to the various Licensing Inspectors. In 2015, 188 were handed in
and in 2016 a further 223 – 635 in total!
Despite this, I am not aware that any of these have been followed up with the
patrons in question, or any charges laid.
As a licensee, I find this very disappointing and frustrating. Unless young persons
are made more accountable for their actions, they will continue to use forged and
false IDs in their efforts to gain entry to licensed premises.
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As is evident l have been very proactive in seeking to prevent underage access to
Inflation. In 2013, I also informed police of a website offering fake IDs which led to
the website being closed down.
My compliance manager, Jodie Szoeke is in constant email communication with
police to identify and bar known drug dealers. She provides police with the names of
suspected drug dealers to police. However, her repeated requests to police for the
names of known drug dealers – so that they can be prevented from entering the
venue - have been denied. Licensing Inspector, Peter Ward, said privacy laws
prevented police from handing over the sought-after information. Emails can be
supplied on request.
Even though Licensees do not have the power to search a person, bag searches are
undertaken as a condition of entry. All liquids, including water, are confiscated at
entry. Licensees have of course no powers to conduct body searches. Only police
have this power.
The Patron Code of Conduct are posted prominently throughout both my venues and
in all toilets we have warnings of the consequences of abuse to alcohol and illicit
drugs as well as Department of Health, anti-GHB brochures being displayed, which
previous Licensing Inspector Ward acknowledged.
At my direction, the venue’s harm minimisation officer at the time, Ben Hudson was
instructed at the time to draft ‘A Harm Reduction Initiative’ with a specific emphasis
on GHB.
At my direction also, a senior venue manager, Patrick Dromi drafted a suggested
public driven campaign to make GHB use unsociable in response to a 3AW
discussion on the 6 h June 2013 between host, Neil Mitchell, Superintendent Rod
Wilson, the Lord Mayor, Robert Doyle and Brendan Nottle from the Salvation Army.
Unfortunately, no licensee was asked to participate in this discussion so Patrick
Dromi’s response was posted on the Neil Mitchell website. See
(http://www.3aw.com.au/blogs/neil-mitchell-blog/ghb-number-one-priority-for-city-police/201306062nrm6.html) in response and is attached as Appendix 43.

The DJs who work at Inflation and whose livelihood as live music artists depend
upon large venues such as Inflation have been proactively involved in the production
of an anti ‘juice’ (slang for GHB) – view on Youtube
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dt0QCdrSe4

Published in March 2013 this video was watched by approximately 100,000 persons
within 8 months and was achieved with only local support and word of mouth and
without the big budget marketing campaign that Governments have resources for.
This could provide a template for a future Government-funded campaign targeted
against GHB and Ice use, that will be receptive to the young social media audience.
In a voice statement by ‘Jenny’ of the Royal Melbourne Hospital (RMH) on this video,
Jenny clearly advises patrons who overdose to get outside the venue and call an
ambulance. The RMH stresses and reassures such patrons that the Ambulance will
not call police.
In addition to Caleb’s campaign, I conducted my own campaign against GHB on the
personal profile and the Inflation Facebook page. In a posting made on February 6,
2012. The message read “Cloud 9 has a zero tolerance policy when it comes to the
use of GHB (Juice) and all other illicit substances. We would like to thank all of you
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who party safely with us each and every Saturday night at Cloud Nine and hope you
can help us in the fight against GHB in Melbourne nightclubs.”
The message received 4,716 ‘likes’ and 385 comments. l emailed details of this
campaign to Inspector Mick Wilmott on 11 h April 2013 and received a positive reply.
This can be provided to the committee if required.
With my approval, the licensee’s harm minimisation officer, Ben Hudson, sent an
email on the 25th June 2013 to Assistant Commissioner Andrew Crisp suggesting a
proactive public anti GHB campaign as follows:
“From: Ben
To: Assistant Commissioner Andrew Crisp, Victoria Police
Dear Mr Crisp,
My name is Ben Hudson and I represent the Inflation venue in King Street as their
Harm Reduction Officer. I am writing to you to suggest an improved response to the
drug GHB and its associated harms in late-night entertainment precincts.
Superintendent Rod Wilson recently made several statements on radio 3AW that
combating GHB is the “number one priority for city police.” I fully support Victoria
Police in your decision to take steps to reduce the prevalence of this drug particularly
amongst young adults. We spend every weekend on King Street observing the harm
caused to individuals and the flow-on effects that GHB and other illicit substance
abuse has on our society as a whole. However we do not believe that the actions
taken to date are demonstrably effective in the short or long term.
Mr Wilson stated that “My answer at the moment is to make that areas of king street
alive with police.” We have been co-ordinating a research project to gain a better
understanding of the attitudes/perspectives prevalent among young people attending
our venue and identify common patterns of GHB use. Mr Wilson’s plan to “make it as
hostile as possible for drug traffickers” will not have any impact as a stand-alone
measure.
Flooding the area with frontline police does nothing to reduce demand for illicit
substances; in fact in my experience interviewing people it only serves to further
alienate youth from police messages. Of course the debate on traditional drug-war
enforcement practices is outside the scope of this letter – but we do have several
fairly simple suggestions that will be effective in “cleaning up” the lower King Street
area:
Social media. This is the most effective platform to get a message across to the
relevant demographic. We as a single venue have a potential reach of tens of
thousands of individuals. We would be thrilled to have a communications and
marketing person from Victoria Police get in touch with us to be involved in
developing an effective anti-GHB campaign. This is something we are already
working on with a number of organisations.
This need not be an expensive or time-consuming endeavour. For instance we have
floated the concept of producing a short video clip featuring Commissioner Ken Lay
and the popular electronic music artist Will Sparks who launched his international
career at Inflation. Informal surveys of our patrons indicate such a video clip would
go “viral” very quickly. This would be a brilliant platform for a message stimulating
changes in attitude and reducing demand for GHB.
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Increased liaison and communication with venues. We perceive that we are
operating in a vacuum when the majority of our interactions with the police are those
that occur in stressful situations over the weekend. We are just as opposed to illicit
drug use just as Victoria Police. GHB in particular is a threat to the sustainability of
our business and we would love increased dialogue so we can identify more
effective ways to work together and involve non-governmental organisations for our
common benefit. We have a wealth of first-hand experience, ideas and contacts that
we would love to share with police.
Less conspicuous plainclothes police inside venues. The people attending our
venue often joke about how sorely plainclothes police stick out inside the venue.
Again, consult us – we could help.
Community Policing and Youth Services. There is a lack of engagement between
police and key stakeholders in this area. Efforts must be made to improve
understanding of youth issues around illicit substance abuse. Evidence-based
programs and initiatives; designed to deliver favourable outcomes should already be
underway. Our data collected over the past few months would be of great assistance
to your Youth Resource Officers – have them get in touch and let’s get to work!
I look forward to hearing from and developing a positive working relationship with
Victoria Police. I can be contacted via the venue owner Martha Tsamis
or directly at
or by
phone on 0422 051 549.”
Regards
Ben”
Ben Hudson’s operational work has also been publicly acknowledged.
However, thanks to our industry leading operational and security standards, the rate
of incidents are proportionately minimal.
At the time given all of these initiatives, I could have easily been lulled into a false
sense of security, especially given the following quote from a senior police officer in
an article in The Age article on April 22, 2013:
“Superintendent Rod Wilson said nightclub owners had co-operated with police and
it appeared none were sympathetic to illicit drug use in their venues. He said police
would also target nearby multi-storey carparks, which appeared to be used by
dealers or to consume drugs before entering nightclubs”.
Unfortunately, the use of illicit drugs is entrenched throughout Australia and western
society in general and licensees are as much a victim of circumstances in this
complex social issue as any other social institution.
It is for this reason, in any analysis of the drug issue, it is very important to look at
the broader social, political, policy and enforcement responses to illicit drugs in
Australia to put in context what is happening not only in relation to my venue and the
King Street Entertainment Precinct but more widely across the CBD and suburban
Melbourne.

Victoria Police Policy on Illicit Drugs and Entertainment
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Venues
To quote from an article in the The Age dated July 11, 2013 (see Appendix 44): “One
of Victoria's most senior police officials has urged the government to treat drug
abuse as a health issue rather than a law and order problem, saying he would rather
see funding go to health and welfare services than to more police. See
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/more-police-no-solution-to-drug-woes-20130710-2pqfq.html

Assistant Commissioner Andrew Crisp, speaking at the Yarra Drug and Health
Forum last Monday, said more police or jails were not the only solution to drug woes.
''We should tackle it as a health issue. Police are an agency of last resort; we're left
to pick up the pieces. At times there is too much emphasis on police. We're one part
of the solution,'' he said. ''We don't want to see another 1400 officers promised …
there's politics and then there's public policy. We don't like the bidding wars.''
In the same article: “Victorian Alcohol and Drug Association executive officer Sam
Biondo said it was encouraging to hear that a senior police officer made public
comment about the complexity of the issue.
''Work in the drug and alcohol field is extremely complex; there is often an overlap
between a whole range of social [and] economic disadvantage, mental health,
education levels and lack of work,'' he said.
''There needs to be a cultural shift and to actually implement evidence-based
approaches that are known to enable us to save lives, reduce harm to the individual
and the community.''
In official terms Victoria Police has strongly committed itself to the harm minimisation
approach adopted in the National Drug Strategy, however, this appears to have been
poorly communicated to officers on the front line in Melbourne.
The actions of police in vindictively targeting Inflation Nightclub and refusing to work
cooperatively with me as the licensee (and other Melbourne licensees) quite
disturbingly contravenes their own policy on illicit drugs and harm minimisation as
demonstrated by quotes from current official Victoria Police policy documents:
“Responding to Drugs” Advice to Venue Operators Brochure 2006: “Liaison with
local police – Many event organisers are worried about handing over drugs to the
police fearing that they may be considered to have a serious drug problem at their
venue and this may impact on their liquor licence. A good working relationship with
police can relieve these fears. Police appreciate the difficulties in preventing drug
trafficking at events and in venues and would rather work closely with organisers
to tackle identified problems than to seek to close down a venue.”
and
“Community Information Bulletin March 2007: Victoria Police and Harm
Minimisation: Victoria Police is committed to the principles of harm
minimisation................Essentially this means accepting that drug use does occur in
the community and in response we focus on reducing supply and demand of these
drugs, as well as the harms caused through their use” and “Responding to Non Fatal
Overdoses: When an ambulance is called to a non fatal drug overdose, police are
not routinely required and therefore will not attend.”
and
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“Victoria Police Manual 4.1.2....Removing the fear of prosecution may encourage
people present at overdoses to call for an ambulance without delay thereby reducing
the potential for an overdose death or serious injury.”
As direct evidence of the vendetta against my venue at the time, police operations in
the West End of Melbourne were labelled ‘Operation Cumulus’, ‘Operation Temporal’
and ‘Operation Silver’ which are not too obtuse references to ‘clouds’, namely the
name of my theme night, Cloud 9.
My connections within the Industry reliably inform me that many licensees now avoid
calling ambulances to overdoses for fear of prosecution, a practice which I do not
condone or follow. I take my duty of care very seriously, which is very evident from
the various transcripts of my discussions with police, outlined above.
I do however sympathise with the plight of my fellow licensees. The confusion and
contradictions associated with Victoria Police’s messages and actions are
staggering!
At a pilot training session for the Advanced RSA conducted by VCGLR on 6 h August
2013, virtually all venue managers in attendance admitted in the presence of myself,
VCGLR officials and Senior Constable Simon Berger that they and many other
licensees are very reluctant to call police or an ambulance when drug overdoses
occur for fear of police prosecution.
Senior Constable Berger when directly challenged on this matter, reassured venue
managers that the “fear of prosecution is removed and you will not be punished by
police”, consistent with the police written policies on this matter.
This is a damning indictment of the consequences of current enforcement activities
of police and suggests clear breaches of police policy.

At the time, I was particularly disturbed by many anti-industry statements by police in
the media such as the article in the Herald Sun on the 4 th April 2012 headed “Police
vow to shut down Melbourne’s drug dens” which perhaps exposed the true
motivations of police in their application against my venue (see Appendix 45). see
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/stop-this-city-drugs-scourge/newsstory/4d3e1a9ed17061eadba5e0043a3b6735?sv=d9e61459442aa55c67a2f36da5998b51

The Australia21 Report
The coincidental release in April 2012 of The Australia21 report entitled: “The
prohibition of illicit drugs is killing and criminalising our children and we are letting it
happen” strongly suggests an alternative approach must be adopted if we are to
reduce illicit drug use or at least ensure drug use occurs in safe, supportive
environments combined with strong public health campaigns. See
http://www.australia21.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/ASIllicitDrugsR1.pdf

The Australia21 report was formulated after a panel of eminent Australians, including
former Foreign Affairs Minister Bob Carr, former Howard Government Health
Minister Michael Wooldridge and former Federal Police commissioner Mick Palmer,
met in January 2012 to discuss a global report on the ''war on drugs'' and its failures.
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The report clearly demonstrates that prohibition has increased the problems drugs
cause by driving it underground. The group decided drug dependence and use
should be managed within health and education systems, not law enforcement. The
consensus was that a tough "law and order" approach had failed.
The actions and policy contradictions of Victoria Police on illicit drugs is a clear
example of how police are further “driving it underground”.
The only possible outcome of the police application against Inflation, if it had been
successful in this matter, would have been simply follow this course.
Apprehension of drugs dealers or drug users by Victoria Police usually occurs as a
result of prior intelligence which is not available to licensees.
Licensees should not be held responsible for a social problem that Governments and
law enforcement agencies worldwide have not been able to successfully control or
agree on the appropriate social and law enforcement policies.
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Appendix 1

Nearly half of all drivers killed last year had
been drinking or taking drugs
Liam Mannix
MARCH 10 2017

Almost half of all drivers who died on the road last year had drugs or alcohol in their
system, new figures reveal.
The worrying result was underlined at a police media stunt 9am Friday, when the first
person breath-tested blew over the limit as television cameras rolled.

Operation Arid will target fatigue, speed, distraction and seat-belts, as well as drug
and alcohol testing this long weekend. Photo: Aaron Sawall

Of the 206 drivers killed in 2016, 43 were affected by alcohol and 58 had illegal
drugs in their systems.
Police are launching a major drug and alcohol blitz over the Labour Day long
weekend. During last year's Labour Day long weekend, police drug-tested 1900
drivers – with 200 testing positive.
RELATED CONTENT
Life really blows for thousands on the alcohol interlock program
Major sponsor TAC wipes Geelong over Selwood speeding incident

With Victorians expected to flee Melbourne for holidays across the state Friday
afternoon, police are also keen to highlight the dangers of driving on country roads.
Of the 38 road deaths in Victoria this year, 27 have been on rural roads.
Police announced Operation Arid – which will target drivers over the long weekend –
at the Friday morning media conference.
Advertisement
A booze bus had been set up to provide TV cameras with footage to use on their
nightly bulletins, and Assistant Commissioner of Road Policing Doug Fryer was just
about to start speaking to journalists.
But the first person to be pulled over by breath-testers, a woman in her 30s, tested
positive.
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"It just goes to show morning-after effects are really important," a disappointed
Assistant Commissioner Fryer said.
"People think if they have a few beers or a lot the night before they are right to drive
in the morning. Let this be a warning that alcohol takes a long time to get out of the
system, as do drugs."
Operation Arid will target fatigue, speed, distraction and seat-belts, as well as drug
and alcohol testing on the road this long weekend.
"We ask that their [those killed on the roads] lives not be in vain. Let that be a
reminder of what happens if you drink or take drugs and drive," Assistant
Commissioner Fryer said.
"The default speed [on country roads] of 100km/h is not the recommended speed,
it's the maximum speed. Whether it's rain, brightness, dusk, dawn, roos on the road,
you need to drive to the conditions, not to what the posted speed is."
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Appendix 2

Drug-drivers now more prominent than drinkdrivers, with 30pc of fatal road accidents
involving drugs, research says
ABC 7.30 By Tracy Bowden Mar 23 2015

Drugs involved in up to 30 per cent of fatal road accidents forcing focus on drug
drivers
The rate of drivers picked up for drug-driving now exceeds the rate of drink-drivers,
and up to 30 per cent of fatal road accidents are caused by drivers using illicit
substances, according to research.
Margaret Prendergast from the Centre for Road Safety in NSW says in 2013, 16 per
cent of road fatalities "involved a driver or a rider with illicit drugs".
Last year in Victoria, 56,000 drivers were drug tested and one in 16 returned a
positive result, compared with one in 267 drivers testing positive for alcohol.
"Road safety authorities in every state are really worried about drug-driving," Ms
Prendergast told the ABC's 7.30 program.
"With cannabis you are about 1.3 times more likely to experience a crash.
"With amphetamines it's six times. With ecstasy it's about 1.6 times."
Sue Parson's 45-year-old husband was one of three people killed by a drug-driver in
Victoria.
"He (the driver) was an ice addict, he hadn't slept for three days before the accident,"
she recalled.
The driver hit Tony Parsons, who was crossing a busy intersection in suburban
Melbourne, then smashed into a car.
"We found his body lying on the road, I kept shaking him, 'Honey, talk to me, talk to
me'.
"He was already dead. Since I lost Tony, nearly every second accident you hear
they're on ice."
Police step up random drug-testing
Police across Australia are stepping up random drug-testing in a bid to curb the
growing number of accidents.
Victoria was the first jurisdiction in the world to introduce random drug-testing in
2004.
Inspector Martin Boorman of Victoria Police, who was involved in development of the
state's program, said the presence of illicit drugs in road trauma was a "significant
issue".
Driving a motor vehicle is perhaps one of the most high risk activities you can do on
any psycho-active substance.
Professor Jeremy Davey
"It's growing, and we need to, as a community, understand that and put in the effort
to change that just in the same way as we did with drinking and driving," he said.
Professor Jeremy Davey, at the Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety at
QUT, said driving was one of the most high-risk activities you could do on drugs.
"Driving is actually quite complex, you have to make lots of decisions, split-second
decisions, all the time," he said.
"You have to have eye hand coordination, you have to think ahead — driving a motor
vehicle is perhaps one of the most high-risk activities you can do on any psychoactive substance."
Professor Davey added that drugs destroy a wide range of skills required for safe
driving.
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"Meth and amphetamine are stimulants, what they tend to do is speed up the body,
speed up the actions of the brain, how people think, but often people's brains get
scrambled and the messages get scrambled.
"Then you have substances like cannabis, where it tends to slow peoples' reaction
times down, it slows their judgment down."
Testing is more complex, expensive than RBT
A 7.30 crew spent an evening with a roadside random testing team in Sydney's
Kings Cross.
As well as checking for drink drivers, police are testing for three drug types:
methamphetamine or its crystalline form commonly known as ice; cannabis, and
MDMA or ecstasy.
If drivers return a positive result to the initial test, they are escorted to the police van
for a second test and the sample is also sent to the laboratory for further analysis.
Police picked up six drug drivers during the evening, with one testing positive for
both methamphetamine and cannabis.
Police now conduct millions of random breath tests each year, but random drugtesting is a more complex and expensive exercise.
"A random roadside breath test costs probably about one cent for the actual mouth
piece, whereas random roadside drug test, the equipment used may cost at least
$50," Professor Davey explained.
"So, it is difficult to go out there and do millions of drug tests because you have got
to use the resources."
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Appendix 3

Assistant Commissioner Doug Fryer
'disturbed' by road safety blitz results
December 22, 2016

Assistant Commissioner Doug Fryer.

Police have described the results of the Christmas road safety blitz over the holiday
period as disturbing.
Assistant Commissioner Doug Fryer told 3AW Breakfast drivers continued to be
complacent on the roads on day five of Operation Roadwise.
"We want every Victorian to be there for Christmas," he said.
Key stats from Operation Roadwise:
310 drink drivers
134 drug drivers
Over 650 unlicensed drivers
600 caught on their phones

Click PLAY to hear the full interview:
http://www.3aw.com.au/news/assistant-commissioner-doug-fryer-disturbed-by-roadsafety-blitz-results-20161221-gtg8jn.html
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Appendix 4

Crims Testing Positive To Drugs In Prison
Higher Than Ever
Jon Kaila From: Sunday Herald Sun July 16, 2011
PRISONERS testing positive for drugs and alcohol is at an all-time high, the Sunday
Herald Sun can reveal.
More than 1400 criminals were found to have taken drugs or alcohol behind bars in
2010, compared with just 800 in 2006.
There were a staggering 332 positive tests at Melbourne Remand Centre, which
houses only 663 prisoners.
And, at Port Phillip Prison, which has 804 prisoners, there were 308 positive tests.
The Department of Justice said there were 4537 offenders in the Victorian prison
system last year, with 1413 positive drug and alcohol tests.
Drugs and alcohol seized in prison cells was also found to be at record-breaking
levels.
Items found included 18.7g of cannabis, 137.6g of "white powder", 931 prescription
tablets, and 128 litres of alcohol.
Steve Medcraft, of the Victims of Crime Advocacy League, said the statistics
released to the Sunday Herald Sun under Freedom of Information laws, were "mindboggling".
"These figures are astonishing, and shows just how widespread it is," he said.
"The prison system is is crisis and spiralling out of control. Why is it that, every year,
more and more drugs and alcohol are found, and what are the authorities doing to
stop it?
"It makes a mockery of authorities saying prisoners are being rehabilitated. Many, it
seems, are so high on drugs they wouldn't know what day it is, let alone learn the
error of their ways."
A total of 140 visitors were also caught trying to smuggle drugs and alcohol into
prisons.
Mr Medcraft said he wants to see jails move towards the US format.
"The question has to be asked, how drugs are getting into prisons in the first place?"
he said.
"I believe maximum-security prisoners should not have physical contact with friends
and family and, instead, there should be a perspex screen between them, like how it
is in the US.
"There will always be opportunities and the criminals obviously know how to get it in,
but this would be one way to help prevent this frightening behaviour from
happening."
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Corrections Victoria spokesman Sam Bishop said 90,000 targeted and random
searches were carried out on prisoners and visitors in the past year.
kailaj@heraldsun.com.au
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Appendix 5

Our Prisons Are Full Of Prisoners High On
Drugs
by: Peter Rolfe From: Sunday Herald Sun June 09, 2012
RAMPANT illicit drug use among prisoners at Victorian jails has been exposed in an
official State Government report.
Almost one in four people tested behind bars is high on drugs smuggled inside jails,
the previously confidential document reveals. Urine samples conducted at every
state jail by Corrections Victoria show 111 inmates were busted in a month.
The Drugs in Prisons Report, obtained by the State Opposition through Freedom of
Information, details 1197 cases of drugs being detected in prisoners between July
2010 and June last year.
There were 525 positive tests recorded between July and November last year.
Maximum-security Port Phillip Prison had the highest level of positive test results
with 19.8 per cent of convicts registering drugs in their system.
Almost 17 per cent of prisoners randomly tested at Loddon Prison were positive
along with 9.7 per cent at Dame Phyllis Frost and 15.79 per cent at Melbourne
Assessment Prison.
In other findings:
EIGHTEEN inmates tested positive for benzodizepines at Loddon and Barwon
prisons, Melbourne Remand Centre, Melbourne Assessment Prison, Dame Phyllis
Frost and Port Phillip Prison.
EIGHT prisoners tested positive to amphetamines at Beechworth, Dhurringle,
Melbourne Remand Centre, Dame Phyllis Frost and Port Phillip Prison.
FIVE prisoners tested positive to opiates at Beechworth, Melbourne Remand Centre,
Dame Phyllis Frost and Fulham.
TWENTY-FIVE tested positive to cannabis; and
FIFTY-ONE tested positive to buprenorphine - a drug used as a substitute for heroin.
Corrections spokesman Nick Foster said inmates testing positive to drugs face a
disciplinary process and may lose privileges, receive fines, lose contact visits or be
sent to a more secure unit.
"A large majority of prisoners have had a history of substance abuse, so many
prisoners and visitors will go to great lengths to attempt to introduce drugs into
prisons," he said. But Opposition corrections spokeswoman Jill Hennessy said the
Government was to blame. "The Premier likes to brag about building new prisons.
But what's the point when the existing prisons are awash with drugs?"
rolfep@heraldsun.com.au
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Appendix 6

Behind Australia's love affair with illicit drugs
The Sydney Morning Herald Inga Ting May 10 2015
http://www.smh.com.au/national/health/behind-australias-love-affair-with-illicit-drugs20150424-1msnzz.html

When it comes to drug use, Australians are world leaders. More than 40 per cent of
us have used drugs illicitly and we have one of the highest rates of illegal use per
capita despite also having some of the most expensive prices.
But exactly who is using which substances, and how often, may come as a surprise.
Australian are world leaders when it comes to drug use.
"I think there's always been gross underestimation in Australia of the number of
Australians using drugs," says emergency physician and Australian National
University researcher David Caldicott. "[But] if you ever want to know what a country
is about, see what they eat, see what drugs they use."
Australia's drug-consuming community is as diverse as it is fluid, with patterns of use
sometimes varying dramatically with age, gender, location and class.
Women's drug use is catching up with men's. Although men make up the majority of
drug-related arrests and people seeking treatment, national data shows women
account for an increasing share of drug users.
Among past-year users, the share of women reporting the most frequent use of
methamphetamines, cannabis, ecstasy or cocaine surpassed the share of men
between 2010 and 2013 – a first for the national survey. In NSW, arrest rates for
possession or use of amphetamines are rising faster for women than men (55 per
cent versus 39 per cent rise over two years), according to the bureau.
"You could say we've won equal rights to use drugs," says psychologist and
addiction expert Rebecca McKetin from the Australian National University.
"With women becoming more independent, more involved with labour force, you see
these trends emerging where that gender disparity is closing."
Drug users are becoming older, partly because people are living longer and partly
because users are not giving up their habits, says Marion Downey of the National
Drug and Alcohol Research Centre.
People over 50 showed the largest rise in illicit drug use in 2013, according to
national figures. Heroin users are the oldest illicit drug consumers (median age 37)
and ecstasy users the youngest (median age 25), with the heaviest ecstasy users
aged 14-19. When it comes to cannabis, the opposite trend emerges – people in
their 30s have the highest rate of past-year use, but people in their 40s are the most
likely to use it every day.
Low-level drug use tends to go hand-in-hand with social disadvantage, associate
professor McKetin says, citing the changing socioeconomic profile of tobacco users
as an example.
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"A lot of our perceptions are biased by how common the drug is … Today, tobacco
use is concentrated among low socioeconomic groups but if you went back to the
1950s that wouldn't be the case because at that point half the population were
smoking."
Matt Noffs, CEO of adolescent drug rehabilitation service Noffs Foundation, says ice
is "prolific" in disadvantaged areas. "It's cheap, it's easy to get and it does the job."
By contrast, cocaine use is three times higher in the most advantaged social class
than in the least advantaged class and ecstasy use is twice as high – although
researchers believe cocaine use, in particular, is significantly under-reported. "Higher
income, higher educated people … are not going to volunteer their drug use,"
Downey says.
The latest data suggests ecstasy is on its way out – rates of use have been falling
since 2007 – and amphetamines, particularly ice, are in. Experts warn that a storm is
brewing as ice becomes more available to a broader cross-section of people and
gains greater acceptance among a more privileged social demographic.
"Historically, the forms of methamphetamine we had in Australia couldn't be
smoked," McKetin says. But now, the availability and accessibility of crystal meth
that can be smoked has boosted its appeal to a different demographic.
"They're a younger group of people … They're a little bit more educated. They're
more in the direction of the general population," she says.
Treatment episodes for smoking amphetamines, including ice, has trebled over the
past two years, according to figures from the Institute of Health and Welfare.
Smoking now accounts for nearly 40 per cent of amphetamines-related treatment
episodes, compared to just over 20 per cent two years ago.
"Smoking is not held with the disdain that injected meth is," says Dr Caldicott, a
leading researcher on drug-taking in Australia's party scene. And the increasing
popularity of smoking ice is changing the social status of meth users within the drug
community.
"In the drug-consuming community there's a hierarchy of respectability. Party people
who use pills, people who use cocaine, people who regard themselves as functional
drug users … look down on people who inject drugs."
But people who occasionally smoke ice are more accepted, which has allowed the
drug to make inroads among more privileged drug users. "The dance party scene is
a very well-off group of people … Many people who are involved in this scene are
upper middle class," Dr Caldicott says.
"The problem is that it can be very difficult with a drug such as crystal meth to
occasionally smoke it. It's a very addictive drug."
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Appendix 7

Top cop slams Australia’s drug use as a
‘national disgrace’
Herald Sun March 2, 2016
AUSTRALIA’S drug use is a “national disgrace” with substance abuse so rife it is
becoming “normalised”, one of Victoria’s top cops says.
Assistant Commissioner Steve Fontana has lashed out at the country’s insatiable
appetite for drugs, which has made us a target for international syndicates.
Mr Fontana’s move to challenge drug users comes as the nation is gripped by a
drugs crisis, with the most comprehensive national survey showing a staggering 42
per cent of Australians had taken illicit drugs at some point in their lifetime.
“That’s a national disgrace,” he said.
“We should be ashamed of that. We’re becoming a nation that appears to be moving
into normalising substance abuse.”
Mr Fontana said the drug consumption of Australians was known overseas.
Assistant Commissioner Steve Fontana says our drug culture has made us a target
for international drug syndicates.
“These syndicates are not stupid. They’re run like a business,” he said.
“This is a targeted strategy. I know from feedback from some of our partners that it’s
a deliberate strategy to increase addiction.”
Mr Fontana said police intelligence showed soaring supply had halved the wholesale
price of ice from $200,000-$250,000 per kg last September to around $100,0000.
The staggering price cut showed there was a glut of the drug as large-scale foreign
syndicates, including Chinese Triad outfits, moved to cash in on Australia’s high level
of drug use.
He said the price may have dropped with demand, but it was still greater than the
gangs could expect to get elsewhere.
“We are well and truly being targeted by international crime syndicates as a nation,”
he said.
“Even though the price has come down, we’re still paying a lot more than any other
country. Unfortunately, there’s demand here. We’ve got to stop demand — pure and
simple.”
Mr Fontana said co-operation between Australian law enforcement had led to
significant strides being made against drug gangs in recent years, but that work
would continue to be compromised as long as there was a demand for their product.
Mr Fontana said drug use translated to other crimes like assaults and burglaries.
The issues with ice were being compounded by continuing high levels of cocaine
importation and a revival in the heroin market.
Mr Fontana said people needed to realise the community damage of drugs went well
beyond health. He said statistics showed their devastating impact on the road toll
and the links to violent crime was clear. Drugs were also a key driver to high-volume
offending such as burglaries.
He said police were finding children living in the same houses as potentially toxic
drug labs and some properties had to be vacated for years after the occupants were
busted because of the danger left behind.
Mr Fontana said he hoped Taskforce Blaze, a joint operation run by Chinese and
Australian police forces, would stem some of the flow of ice. It is estimated 70 per
cent of ice coming into Australia originates in China. “We’ve got a lot of Chinese
syndicates making a lot of wealth,” Mr Fontana said.
“The Triad-type syndicates are probably the biggest concern in terms of
methamphetamine.”
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The 'war on drugs' has failed, and Australia
must change its policies
The AGE EDITORIAL
November 29 2016
It has long been evident the global "war on drugs" sparked by then US president
Richard Nixon about half a century ago is one of the most tragic and abject failures
in the history of public policy. Rather than reduce harm caused by substance misuse
and addiction, it has cost countless lives by treating people with a medical problem
as criminals. It has wasted a fortune in taxpayers' money. It has enriched criminal
cartels. It has epitomised politicians' propensity to pander to fear, rather than to lead
enlightened community change by championing evidence-based policy.
That is why The Age has for years been arguing the policy should be dumped in
favour of a harm minimisation strategy based on decriminalisation, regulation and
education. We continue to so advocate, and believe the resources being wasted on
this misguided, indefensible "war" should be diverted from the criminal justice system
to the health system, where there is a need for more treatment facilities and support
to help those with drug issues recover and stay well.
Decriminalise it and regulate it. Prohibition has failed to minimise harm.
Today we repeat what we said five years ago: "The Age is not in any way seeking to
condone or encourage the misuse of addictive substances, be they legal or illegal.
On the contrary, we stress that addictive drugs are extremely dangerous, particularly
for young people, whose brains are still developing and who are particularly
vulnerable to drug-induced mental health problems. Drug addiction and
misadventure cause tragedies. Far too many Australian families can attest to that.
That is the point; we are arguing for a public debate about policies to minimise
harm."
And so we welcome the courage and leadership of Greens leader Richard Di Natale,
a former drugs and alcohol doctor, who in recent days convinced his party to
abandon its blanket opposition to the legalisation of illicit drugs.
"It's time to recognise this is a health problem not a law and order one. We have to
have an open, honest conversation about this and stop pretending we're winning this
war," he said.
Senator Di Natale's timing is favourable. The barriers to reform are tumbling, as
politicians and policymakers the world over, unable to any longer ignore the facts,
are decriminalising substances, particularly cannabis. Portugal, which Senator Di
Natale recently visited on a study tour, is seen as the global leader on drugs policy,
having decriminalised drugs 15 years ago. This has led to a decrease in drug use,
crime, disease and overdoses.
And it has emboldened many other nations to adopt similar policies. They are
policies that appeal to progressives, libertarians and conservatives alike –
progressives and libertarians because of their support for freedom, and
conservatives because of their appreciation for rational, evidence-based policy.
The Greens' policy change came only days after a call by world leaders for the
decriminalisation of illicit drugs. In its annual report, the Global Commission on Drug
Policy advocated the dumping of civil and criminal penalties for drug use and
possession, and stated prohibition has had "little or no impact". The commission
includes former UN secretary-general Kofi Annan and former presidents of
Switzerland, Colombia, Mexico and Brazil.
The line between licit and illicit drugs is arbitrary. The biggest killers are legal –
tobacco, alcohol and prescription painkillers. But regulation and education have
slashed tobacco consumption.
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Again, we stress our concern is harm minimisation. Prohibition has not worked. Our
lawmakers know it, and admit it privately. Should they fail to countenance change
publicly, they will merely be putting their own misguided self-interest above the public
interest. That is a cruel betrayal.
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The real killer in our nightclubs: dumb drug
laws
The AGE 23/01/2017 Brandon Cook
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/the-real-killer-in-our-nightclubs-dumb-drug-laws20170120-gtv865.html

Last weekend, a batch of ecstasy pills began circulating the Chapel Street nightclub
district. These pills were laced with a combination of the drugs MDMA and GHB, and
saw three dead with more than 20 hospitalised. Emergency departments flooded as
unknown chemicals sent revellers into collapse.
The story, while tragic, is not new. Every few months, a new and dangerous drug
invades the nightclub scene with distressing effect. Media pundits and civilians alike
go on to decry the disaster: what could we have done? Why did they take the drugs
if they didn't know what was in them? Why take drugs at all?
Drug-testing kits can filter out bad batches by educating nightclub patrons on their
contents, thus limiting the risk of hospitalisation – or worse. Photo: egon69
These criticisms, too, are not new.
I have worked in Melbourne's nightlife as a photographer for over six years. When
you're tucked in bed, I'm on my way to work, and when you're up and traipsing to
Sunday brunch, I'm a bleary-eyed mess heading home. In hundreds of weekends
documenting the nightclub circuit, I've seen my share of bad pills, panic attacks and
overdoses.
The prohibition of pills, like those consumed last weekend, ensures that drug users
never know what they're truly taking. There are no regulations in the criminal
economy. These drugs are brewed in kitchen sinks, filled with cheap toxins, and then
sold at prices vastly higher than the cost of production. It's a lucrative business with
devastating results.
As nightlife workers, we have a duty of care to the people in our venue. We also
know that if someone is going to take criminalised drugs, you won't be able to stop
them. And given their illegality, it's often too deep into the negative side effects when
we're told of what they've taken, because patrons are too scared to speak up,
whether due to fear for their reputations or of legal reprisal. Of the 20 or so reports
from last weekend, there's no telling how many more stories went untold.
Partygoers fear punishment from the law, believing their confession will see them
shoved onto the street or sent to the police station. This leaves frightened revellers
seeing no avenue for aid, trapped in throbbing crowds, concerned for their safety
and their lives.
The creation of environments where patrons feel comfortable disclosing their use is
key. A sensible approach floated by many is the idea of on-premises pill testing – or
better, provision of self-testing kits. When revellers choose to take illicit drugs, these
kits filter out bad batches by educating patrons on their contents, thus limiting the
risk of hospitalisation – or worse. Many believe, however, that venues introducing
testing kits might somehow encourage drug use.
Yet unsafe substances causing hazardous states creates a liability for venues. They
want to avoid crisis for their customers and their friends. Drugs also reduce money
spent at the bar on alcohol – a substance made less dangerous through legalisation
and regulation – so the idea of kit testing endorsing the consumption of drugs runs
contrary to their interests.
The decriminalisation, testing and regulation of these substances has proved
effective in reducing complications in countries such as Portugal, where drugs have
been decriminalised for 15 years. Yet it seems Australia isn't ready to take that step.
If this country isn't ready to decriminalise, then the best course of action is to
minimise risk.
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I never want to hear of another patron at work going home after taking a bad pill,
before falling comatose in their bed. Through testing kits, collaboration with the
police and government, and through the assurance of shelter for our friends and
peers, we can create secure and hospitable nightclub environments. So that the next
time a batch of dodgy pills arrives on the scene, we'll be more than prepared.
Brandon Cook is a writer and photographer.
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New approach needed to tackle harm illicit
drugs cause in Australia
JANUARY 4 2017
It was hard to miss the flurry of activity when road toll figures came out this week
showing that 292 Victorians died on the state's roads in 2016. But another figure
seems to slip beneath the radar every year. It's the number of people who die of drug
overdoses.
About 1400 people in Australia die of an overdose every year – four a day. In 2015,
420 Victorians died of an overdose. There were 252 road deaths in the same year.

The Age has for years argued that the "war on drugs" has failed. Photo: Supplied
The state government spends more than double the amount on road safety that it
does on services to prevent overdoses. It put $192 million towards drug and alcohol
treatment services and harm reduction initiatives in its 2016-17 budget, of which $19
million went towards overdose prevention. Meanwhile, it spent more than $558
million on road safety.
The investment in lowering our road toll over the past four decades has made a
dramatic difference. Although the numbers have climbed in the past year, our roads
are generally safer than they have ever been. It's time we seriously tackled the drug
toll, too.
Illicit drugs remain a major social problem. In Australia, more than 3 million people
have taken an illicit drug in the past 12months. In Victoria alone, there are between
20,000 and 35,000 who regularly inject illicit drugs. A UN report published in 2014
found Australians had the world's highest rate of ecstasy use.
It is little wonder, then, that The Age has for years argued that the "war on drugs"
has failed. Former Victorian police chief Ken Lay summed up the situation when he
said: "We can't arrest our way out of our problems."
Policies that criminalise and demonise those dependent on drugs need to make way
for measures that minimise harm. Such strategies should be based on
decriminalisation, regulation and education.
It is important to remember that needle exchange programs were highly controversial
when introduced. Critics said they would "send the wrong message" to youth. Jeff
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Kennett's government opposed injecting rooms, but he has since conceded he was
wrong.
These spaces have been shown to be highly effective. In 2009, a government review
found that in the preceding nine years such programs prevented more than 32,000
HIV infections and more than 96,000 hepatitis C infections. For every dollar spent,
the government saved $4 in avoidable health and disability costs.
The Age's position has been consistent over many years. We have never sought to
condone or encourage misuse of addictive substances. The abuse of illicit and
addictive drugs is dangerous. But we need programs such as needle exchanges as
part of a sensible, proven strategy to minimise the harm caused and ultimately
reduce drug use.
We also believe our state government must have the courage to embrace new
measures to tackle the problem. That is why we urge it to open debate on policies
and ideas put forward by Harm Minimisation Australia this week.
These include the decriminalisation of personal use and possession of small
quantities of drugs. Other countries that have tried this have reported reduced drug
use, reduced overdose fatalities and reduced incarceration rates.
Pill testing stations should be trialled at music festivals and venues. Tens of
thousands of young Victorians will attend festivals over the summer. Many will
consume illicit drugs. Having the capability to examine drugs on site and take
dangerous pills and substances out of circulation could save lives.
It would also allow for alerts to be issued for "bad batches", and help avoid the mass
overdoses that have occurred in Australia in recent years.
These two small measures, combined with greater drug education, would help
reduce drug harm in our community.
These ideas will be confronting for many. But if they help reduce deaths, crime and
the overall cost to society, surely it is time to try a fresh approach. Far too many
families are suffering as a result of widespread drug use in our community.
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A number of people partying at Chapel Street
hospitalised after bad drugs
NEWS.COM.AU January 16, 2017
http://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/crime/a-number-of-people-partying-at-chapelstreet-hospitalised-after-bad-drugs/news-story/b67bd8ef0b8e3c6d56f4d1cc44b5445c

AN accused drug dealer remains behind bars after 20 people, including a teenager,
overdosed on a suspected bad batch of ecstasy along a popular Melbourne party
strip.
The 30-year-old CBD man faced an out of sessions court hearing on Sunday
afternoon and was remanded to reappear at Melbourne Magistrates’ Court on
Monday.
Police arrested the man at 4am on Sunday and he was charged with trafficking
MDMA and possessing the proceeds of crime.
He was allegedly pointed out to staff at a club after a woman overdosed. “A lady
overdosed at a nightclub and one of her friends identified the male and he was
subsequently arrested by police,” Detective Senior Sergeant David Newman told
reporters outside St Kilda police station on Sunday.
“With the nature of drug dealing I would say there would be others involved.” Police
believe the same batch of MDMA may have caused 20 overdoses around the
Chapel Street entertainment precinct since Friday and they fear more cases could be
identified over the coming days and weeks.
“A batch of drugs like this will take a long time to dissipate, or disappear from the
scene,” Det Sen Sgt Newman said.
A 17-year-old boy remains in a serious condition in the Alfred Hospital and police are
investigating the death of a 30-year-old Elwood man who died of an overdose on
Friday night.
It’s too early to say if the cases are linked and police say they are waiting on drug
testing and toxicology reports to see if the same drug is responsible.

Appendix 12

Stonnington Liquor Form Extraordinary
Meeting
Tuesday 24 January 2017
Notes – circulated on 10 th March 2017
Speakers:

Assistant Commissioner Robert Hill
Superintendent Phil Green
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Inspector Jenny Forsyth, Local Area Commander – Stonnington
Ambulance Victoria (Steph a paramedic)
Dr Carl, Emergency specialist at the Alfred Hospital
Catherine Phan, Manager AOD Services- Inner South Community
Health
Tracey Limpens
Welcome and introduction
Robert Hill, Assistant Commissioner
Meeting has been prompted by the drug related incidents that occurred over the
weekend of 13 to 15 of January.
Illicit drug use resulted in two deaths linked to the Chapel Street precinct.
Emergency services were inundated with requests for assistance and there were
approximately 30 presentations to hospitals.
Chapel Street is known to be a vibrant entrainment precinct nationally and
internationally and it is important that it continues to be. The reputation of the
precinct has been damaged by the recent event.
Additional Police resources will be directed to the Chapel Street precinct over
February and March.
Bob applauded participation of the Accord members at the Forum noting that VicPol
wants to work with the Accord to make the community safer.

Q – Was the situation local or from outside
Stonnington?
A 30 year old male was arrested for trafficking illicit substances. The case is
currently before the courts, limiting the information that Police can share.

Q – Are the drugs still around?
The police are not aware of the drug still being in circulation. No other cases have
been reported.

Q – How was the substance different?
Venue staff (V) - Frustrated that no information was available about the substance
(what did it look like?)
Police (P) - If a venue suspects a person is in possession that they report it to the
police, regardless of the substance.
P – Everyone is responsible for reducing harm and creating a safe environment V –
Chapel Street and the venues are under the microscope

Q – If Police are pursuing a harm minimisation
approach why aren’t they sharing more
information about the substance?
P – Not in a position to describe what the drug looks like. The media reported the
drug as MDMA (Ecstasy). Stamps are unknown
Phil Green – Police believe the drug to have been synthetic but do not know what
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form it took (cap, tablet)

Q – Venue staff are required to complete RSA.
Is VicPol going to provide practical strategies /
techniques regarding drugs?
P - We want to develop strategies in consultation with venues rather than pushing
something on them.
P – Considering developing ‘push’ notifications for events. This would require
patrons to register and provide mobile phone or email details. Notifications would be
pushed out by SMS or email when important. (Note - Regular use would reduce
impact).
Tim from Revolver provided an overview of their experience:
Affected individuals required restraint, were psychotic, hallucinating, running into
traffic and slamming into walls
Security had to hold affected individuals down
Believed the drug to be a brown capsule
Behaviour was completely different to the drug related symptoms previously seen
Communication suggestions:
Joined up messaging (VicPol, AV, hospitals and venues) to help patrons
make informed decisions.
Sharing of information from other states and agencies
Dr Georgina – happy to be involved in the Accord and share information from
other jurisdictions however this does not always assist to predict a situation

We don’t need a policy that takes six months to develop. We need
to share information and plan in advance for major community
events
Venues sell alcohol, not drugs. If VicPol can’t stop the problem why pin it on the
venues?
P – Believe that better outcomes can be achieved by working in partnership, not just
enforcement.
V – Licensees can help but don’t trust the police. (Commissioner took the comment
on board)
P – Commissioners preference is partnership, not prosecution
Police Presence
V - Operators have seen a drastic reduction of members on the streets in the last
couple of months. Increasing resourcing in February and March is too little too late.
P – Resources have been stretched due to other serious activities including carjackings and home invasions. Resources will be drawn from other parts of the
region to target anti-social behaviour. The Commissioner will be working a night
shift in February to see the issues first hand. Resourcing will be reviewed by the
Senior Officers Group.
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Checking venue books is not assisting/addressing antisocial behaviour. Police

.

presence on the street is more effective
P – There is a combination of overt and covert police presence in the street. This
includes Uniform, Licensing and DRU.

Synthetic weed dealing
V - One venue is experiencing drug dealing in their immediate vicinity on a daily
basis. They call the Police and the individual is removed but returns within a couple
of hours. They are frustrated and feel that contacting the police is pointless.
Police:
Report by calling 000
If no attendance, advise the Commissioner
Resources are stretched but more police will be deployed
The individual returning to the site after being removed by police is a limitation of the
law
Steph - Ambulance Vic (AV)
Steph has been an ambulance officer for 5 years, was a nurse for 8 years and DJs
on the side.
13 and 14 January:
Random presentations
Bazaar behaviour (spitting, smacking heads on walls, walking in front of traffic)
Some similar presentations to Ecstasy (increased heart rate and body temperature)
3 girls of similar age and situation – presentations all different
Mass presentations around the same time, no precursor
Very little information about what had been taken, some thought they had taken
MDMA
Safety of officers compromised, especially in confined space of an ambulance
Sedation required for officer safety and patient comfort
Security and managers of the venues provided assistance by calling for assistance.
How to assess when to call for emergency assistance:
What would you do if it was your brother/sister?
Would you let a member of your family go home?
Is the person a danger to themselves or others?
Do they know where they are / who they are?
Describe what you see when you make the emergency call – the service will
determine the appropriate response
Dr Carl – Alfred
Seeing drug affected people is common on a Friday and Saturday night
Priorities:
What have they taken?
Make comfortable

Manage the person and the symptoms
Hospital does not drug test
Threat to life, early hospital presentation is important
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Q - Police don’t seem to know what to do. Is
there a course for them?
P – An ambulance should be called. Police are not trained to render specialist
medical assistance.

Q – Is there a preferred first aid course for
assisting drug affected people?
Rendering first aid is easy but dealing with drug problems is more difficult to assess
and respond to. Some of the responses are dangerous in themselves. Dr Carl
recommends calling for assistance this takes the responsibility away from the
venue.
Catherine Phan – Inner South Community Health

ISCH provides an intake service for drug and alcohol services in
the region
Venue patrons are not the typical clients of ISCH, tend to only see
this population group when they receive a diversion order from
VicPol.
Young people are generally well informed
Misconception that if drugs are legal they are safe, don’t
understand the consequences
Received more calls after the weekend of 13 and 14 January Peer
education – Street Wise
What sort of information can we place in venues that young people would engage
with?
Can deliver Alcohol and Drug training:

Identify symptoms and potential risk
Pathways for referral? (most won’t want support)
Preventative services
Opportunity for ISCH to be more engaged with the Accord to discuss strategies and
discuss what is happening on the street
Mobile outreach service

Opportunity to review scope of assertive outreach
Capacity building
Harm minimisation
Jenny Forsyth – Local Area Commander
Summary:

Need to revisit resourcing
Increased drug use is concerning
Need to build trust with venues
Will continue the conversation at the Liquor Accord meeting in
February
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There is good communication between venues and businesses in
Stonnington, information is quickly shared
A supplier of synthetic cannabis has been identified
Illegal behaviour needs to be reported to the police
Working with Launch Housing regarding homelessness in the
precinct
It is important that we collaborate to improve health outcomes
Extreme drug related behaviour – fall from height, self-harm,
substance related death
Acknowledge that drug use is not confined to the late night
entertainment precinct
No predictive analysis to know where it will happen next
Licencees need to focus on briefing their staff on lifting standards
in relation to how they are operating. (review of CCTV shows
patrons being led around scantek machines for example)
Legalisation is likely to be considered as part of the Parliamentary Inquiry into illicit
drugs (2018)

Can information be shared after an incident
has gone to court? For example can venues be
notified of a trafficker so that they can be
barred from entry?
P - Communication will be discussed further at the next Accord
Additional Notes

Commissioner stated that Liquor Accord should focus on
developing best practice protocols, sharing of information and
engage as many licensees as possible
Commissioner stated the ongoing challenges in relation to
balancing harm minimisation and policing
One option proposed by VicPol is to establish mechanism for
sending out key messages to venues and patrons once a
significant issue has been identified and communicating details will
assist in minimising harm
Increased police involvement at Liquor Accords was recommended
as a way of strengthening communication
Consider increased drug and alcohol and mental health first aid
training for venues
ISCHS should participate in Liquor Accord
ISCHS currently considering process in which a potential overdose
and subsequent treatment at the Alfred results in a referral to
ISCHS
Notes from one of the table feedback sheets:

Legalise it!
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Need more education
Awareness
Safe areas to do drugs, it’s going to happen anyway
Safe drug testing services
Banning of convicted drug traffickers on Scanteck
Social media collaboration e.g. Southside Exchange, Bartender
Exchange
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Appendix 13

Police defend decision not to warn public of
new drug after Melbourne club deaths
Tom Cowie, Nino Bucci, Cameron Houston
FEBRUARY 7 2017
A toxic batch of drugs being sold as MDMA in Melbourne's nightclubs which resulted
in three deaths was tainted with the powerful hallucinogen NBOMe, tests have
revealed.
Victoria Police has defended its decision not to warn the public about what was in
the deadly drug despite circulating an internal memo detailing its knowledge of the
dangerous cocktail of powerful substances.
Bad drugs linked to multiple overdoses
A bad batch of ecstasy is thought to be the route cause behind three deaths from
drug overdoses across Melbourne at the weekend. Vision courtesy Network 10.
Click here for Video
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/police-defend-decision-not-to-warn-public-of-newdrug-after-melbourne-club-deaths-20170206-gu6zf2.html
Three deaths and at least 20 hospitalisations resulted from overdoses by users who
consumed what they thought was ecstasy in the Chapel Street entertainment
precinct last month.
Instead, they may have consumed the potent psychedelic drug 25C-NBOMe, which
has been linked to a number of deaths, including Australian tourist Rye Hunt whose
body was found after he went missing in Brazil last year.
RELATED CONTENT
Pill test push in City of Port Phillip
Three deaths among overdoses across Melbourne at weekend, court told
In a memo distributed by Victoria Police on January 27, members were told that the
Drug Taskforce had seized illicit substances sold as MDMA but which actually
contained a cocktail of NBOMe and the psychoactive chemical 4-FA.
A research chemical discovered in 2003, NBOMe has a similar hallucinogenic effect
to the psychedelic drug LSD but is effective in very small doses. The drug can cause
psychotic and paranoid behaviour.
Advertisement
Drug experts say the synthetic compound is highly toxic, with users risking
cardiovascular complications, seizures, hypothermia, metabolic acidosis and organ
failure.
The Victoria Police safety alert, which was published on Reddit, reported that the
appearance of the drug included powder, capsules, tablets and paste, with the
colour ranging from off white to dark brown.
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A sample of a drugs sent from Melbourne to a Spanish testing lab. Photo: Energy
Control
"The drug is causing consumers to react far differently to what they would expect if
they had consumed MDMA," the memo stated.
The warning matches results published this week by a Spanish drug testing
lab, which said it was anonymously sent a sample of capsules sold as MDMA after
the deaths in Melbourne last month.

A Victoria Police memo warning officers that MDMA was tainted with a cocktail of
other substances. Photo: Imgur
At the time of the overdoses, the management of Prahran nightclub Revolver
Upstairs pointed the finger at synthetic drugs, rather than MDMA.
In its examination, the Spanish lab Energy Control reported that the drug only
contained a low dosage of MDMA, which may have been present to trigger a positive
result on users' pill test kits.
Nightclub sources say the price of MDMA has skyrocketed recently from $35,000 to
$50,000 a kilogram after a series of busts left a dent in supply.
Local nightclub owners have also been left frustrated after police refused their
requests to provide identifying features of the bad batch of drugs at a meeting on
January 24.
A police spokesman defended the decision to not release specific details about the
deadly drug, saying that a general public warning had been issued as soon as a
possible link between the Chapel Street overdoses was identified on January 14.

"This warning included an urging for the public to avoid taking unknown or illicit
substances. As the internal memo indicates, synthetic drugs can take a variety of
forms.
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"If we issue a warning for one particular lot, that does not mean the drug isn't also
doing the rounds in other forms and so it is inappropriate to provide a specific
warning.
"Victoria Police is extremely concerned about the drug use and subsequent
overdoses in Chapel Street and are liaising with venue operators to address the
issue.
"Police have already increased patrols and visits to licensed venues in the area. This
will be an ongoing operation."
The state government has so far resisted the push to implement a pill testing regime,
such as those which exist in several European countries, which would allow
recreational users to determine the purity of their drugs.
Pill testing kits, which provide almost instantaneous results and can be bought by
individual consumers to assess their drugs, do not detect NBOMe compounds.
Leading toxicologist Andrew Leibie wrote last month that this renders
them ineffective when it comes to drugs cut with a variety of other substances.
Calls for the kits to be made available at events such as music festivals inevitably
follow reports of a rash of overdoses, he wrote, but the tests could actually cause
more harm by giving users a false sense of security.
Only more advanced laboratory tests can identify the exact concentrations of various
substances within a capsule or tablet.
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Appendix 14

Rogue nightclubs face sanctions from police
Cameron Houston, Chris Vedelago
MARCH 19 2017
Notorious strip club Kittens faces significant penalties over claims it employed a 16year-old ward of the state in its cloakroom.
The club is one of several late-night venues across Melbourne facing sanctions over
alleged breaches of their liquor licences.

Kittens strip club in South Melbourne.
Nightclubs in South Yarra, Prahran and Windsor also face penalties, including hefty
fines and a reduction in trading hours after a recent spate of drug overdoses.
Victoria Police investigated several Chapel Street venues over the weekend as part
of an ongoing investigation.
South Yarra nightclub Circus faces serious penalties from police and liquor-licensing
authorities after several patrons suffered non-fatal overdoses at the venue on
January 14.
One of the victims is understood to have been a 17-year-old girl, who was admitted
to The Alfred hospital in a serious condition after attending the club on Commercial
Road.
At least three people died over the same weekend from a toxic batch of drugs sold
as MDMA, which was tainted with a powerful synthetic hallucinogen NBOMe.
Five patrons are also believed to have overdosed at Chapel Street club, Revolver
Upstairs, but the venue could escape punishment, after assisting police by
identifying a man who was later charged with trafficking MDMA and possessing the
proceeds of crime.
At the time, management of Revolver Upstairs also issued a warning to patrons on
its Facebook page.
"These drugs can cause violent reactions, severe hallucinations and may result in
death … do not risk your life with these drugs."
The club's owner is understood to have been spoken to by an inspector from
Stonnington Police last month regarding the overdoses.
A police spokesman confirmed that "some venues" had been issued with penalties,
but would not make any further comment because the investigation was ongoing.
A spokeswoman for the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation
also declined to comment on an active investigation.
Fairfax Media understands Kittens nightclub in South Melbourne, which was
embroiled in a string of drive-by shootings and fire-bombings, also faces
significant penalties over allegations it employed a 16-year-old girl in its cloak room.
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The girl, who cannot be identified for legal reasons, was in the care of the
Department of Health and Human Services when she was briefly employed by the
strip club.
Kittens owner Jason Dimozantos did not respond to calls from Fairfax Media on
Sunday.
The venue has been a major source of problems for police, who have investigated a
vicious battle between the Comanchero outlaw motorcycle gang and several venues
owned by Mr Dimozantos, following a dispute with the security firm employed at his
venue.
In August 2016, it was revealed Mr Dimozantos had attempted to negotiate a secret
financial settlement with the Comanchero gang in a bid to resolve the violent twoyear feud.
There have been no further attacks on the club since the report.
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Appendix 15

Responding To Drugs : Venue Operators
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Appendix 16

Ice use doubled in Melbourne suburbs in past
year, survey finds
Sat Dec 19 2015 - 936 ABC Hobart: Fred Hooper
The survey found a 50 per cent jump in the use of the drug in Melbourne's central,
northern and western suburbs.
A scientific analysis of wastewater has revealed a jump in the use of the drug ice in
parts of Melbourne in the past 12 months.
Researchers from Melbourne's Turning Point Drug and Alcohol Centre and the
University of Queensland found that use of the drug had doubled in the city's southeastern and eastern suburbs compared to the previous year.
It also found a 50 per cent jump in the use of the drug in Melbourne's central,
northern and western suburbs.
Dr Belinda Lloyd, the head of research at Turning Point, said samples were taken as
the water entered the treatment plant and tests were conducted to identify actual
traces of the drug and byproducts from metabolised drugs.
"It gives us us an objective measure of drug consumption at a population level," she
said.
"We have comparison data so we can understand how patterns are changing and
where there may be points where we look at evidence-based treatments."
She said the research also allowed them to track population trends and different
patterns of use between the weekdays and the weekend.
Martin Foley, the Victorian Mental Health Minister, said the results confirmed what
the Government already knew and would be used to help direct funding from the
Government's $45 million ice package.
"Sadly we weren't surprised but we were very disappointed because what this
continues to show is that the scourge of ice grows right across Melbourne," he said.
"What it has been useful for, is to allow us further evidence as to where to target out
efforts to make sure we get on top of this problem.
"This is not a problem we can arrest our way out of. This is a problem we can build
community support to assist addicts and their families."
Fighting ice: specialised drug program helps educate and support Victorians
ABC Gippsland Zoe Ferguson Tue Nov 24 2015

More than 1,000 Victorians will have access to the new, specialised drug education
program.
A new, specialised education program is helping an estimated 1,000 Victorians fight
crystal methamphetamine, commonly known as ice.
Part of the Labor Government's $45.5 million Ice Action Plan, the program
Breakthrough: ice education for families aims to help Victorians to recognise when a
family member has a problem with ice and know where to get help.
The organisation Turning Point is one of three providers in Victoria delivering the
education program.
Turning Point director Professor Dan Lubman said the program allayed fears families
had surrounding the drug ice.
"We know from many of the services that we run, families are incredibly concerned
about their loved ones ... and families feel unsure of what to do and how to help," he
said.
"It talks to families around how to support their loved one, get the help they need and
how to navigate the treatment system."
The program consists of four-hour programs delivered across the state between
November 18 and December 16.
Dr Lubman said there was a lot of information and misinformation around ice.
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"It makes families really concerned," he said.
"There is lots of conflicting advice around what you should do, whether to wait for
your child or loved one to hit rock bottom or various other myths.
"Certainly, by bringing expertise across our three sectors is to really understand the
issues from the family's experience, and understand what the evidence is and work
with families to really understand what the best approaches are."
Victoria's Ice Action Plan is investing $4.7 million to support families affected by ice.
This includes $1.48 million for new family ice education and $3.2 million for 16
community health services across Victoria to expand family support services.
Anyone needing help can call Lifeline on 13 11 14 or the Victorian Ice helpline on
1800 ICE ADVICE.
Use Of Ice Increases Among Injecting Users But Remains Stable In General
Population, Research Finds
By Lucy Carter Updated Wed Oct 14 10:09:15 EST 2015

New research is challenging the widely held belief that Australia is in the grip of a
rapidly growing ice crisis.

Key Points:
While ice use has increased among injecting drug users, it has remained stable
among the general population
But researchers are concerned about a rise in the number of people in hospital for
amphetamine-related problems
Concentrated ice use in country areas can make the problem seem worse than it
actually is
Two studies from the University of NSW's National Drug and Alcohol Research
Centre (NDARC) indicate that while the use of ice has increased significantly among
injecting drug users, it has remained stable among the general population.
NDARC director Michael Farrell said the centre annually surveyed two groups in
Australia — injecting drug users and users of ecstasy and other drugs.
He said this year researchers only saw a significant (6 per cent) increase of ice use
in the heavily addicted injecting drug group where heroin remained the drug of
choice
"The word epidemic simply means a drug problem spreading within a small group at
a rapid rate, so that could be happening," he said.
"But what we don't think there is what we call a pandemic, so that's like there is a
large number of, a large outbreak of large numbers of users."
But what has researchers concerned is a marked rise in the number of people
presenting to hospital for amphetamine-related problems.
Senior NDARC researcher Amanda Roxburgh said that since 2001 the number of
people needing hospital treatment because of amphetamine-related issues had
doubled.
"We're definitely seeing an upward trend in the harms related to methamphetamines,
so there were more people coming into hospital for problems related to
amphetamine use," she said.
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"And although the numbers are low, we have seen an upward trend in
methamphetamine-related deaths.
"But when we really look closely at a lot of that data, it seems to be what's happening
is that those people who are running into problems with their use, by and large,
already appear to be engaged in the illicit drug market and already be experiencing
problems with their drug use."
Concentrated use in country areas makes problem seem worse
Among the group of non-injecting drug users surveyed by the NDARC team, there
was a significant overall decrease in the use of amphetamine-based substances.
Ms Roxburgh said ecstasy and speed use fell among this group, while the use of
crystal methamphetamine or ice remained steady.
Are 80,000 Victorians using ice?
ABC Fact Check took a look at ice usage rates in Victoria after Premier Daniel
Andrews said 80,000 people were using the drug.
"We've seen no change in terms of the numbers of people in Australia reporting
recent methamphetamine use, but what we have seen is a shift in people using the
powder form to crystal methamphetamine," she said.
"So we have seen a little bit of a shift across to crystal meth, but again we're not
seeing any change in the numbers using it in the general population."
Ms Roxburgh said concentrated use in country areas made the problem seem worse
than it is.
"I think in a lot of cases we've had a lot of reports from regional and rural areas, and
when you've got small communities where perhaps there's increased availability of
crystal methamphetamine and you can see that use spreading out in those
communities, I think it is a bit more noticeable when those groups start coming in for
treatment and presenting with problems," she said.
"Unfortunately our [surveys] don't recruit from those areas ... and we're looking at
doing more work in those areas to try and figure out what's going on in those rural
and regional areas."
The NDARC study will be presented today at the National Drug Trends Conference.

Naltrexone implants a possible solution to Australia's ice
epidemic
ABC 7.30 By Bronwyn Herbert Wed Oct 14 2015
More than 300 ice addicts a year are turning to controversial naltrexone implants at a
Perth clinic in a bid to fight their drug addiction.
Johnny Mitchell, 28, has been an ice addict for more than a decade.
"I think within the last two years I've lost the house, I've lost the partner and my son,"
he told the ABC's 7.30 program.
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Mr Mitchell was a FIFO construction worker on a West Australian mining site.
At work he stayed off the drugs but the moment he was back in Perth he binged,
spending more than $500 a day on his habit.
By the time the plane was landing everything was already organised, with people
meeting him at the airport.
"[They were] already there [and I went] straight into the toilet," he said.
Mr Mitchell is desperate to beat his addiction and is getting an implant of naltrexone
to cut his craving.
And we're seeing 70 per cent of them free of amphetamines 12 weeks later, due to
the family, due to counselling, due to the implants and a combination of things
together.
Dr George O'Neil
He is one of more than 300 ice addicts who receive the implants each year at the
Fresh Start clinic in Perth, run by Dr George O'Neil.
"With amphetamine addicts, it just isn't as enjoyable as it used to be and so the
reward is reduced," Dr O'Neil said of the implants.
"By reducing the reward it becomes much easier to give up the drug dependence."
Dr O'Neil, a gynaecologist by training, pioneered the use of the slow release implants
for heroin users about 15 years ago, and claims they can also effectively treat people
addicted to crystal methamphetamine.
"We noticed 10 or 14 years ago that when we looked at the urines of the opiate
addicts, many of them were using amphetamines, and they stopped their
amphetamines as well as their opiates," he said.
"The work here in Perth is just very practical work treating probably 300 people
coming off the street with high-dose amphetamines, who've been caught on it for 10
or 15 years, and who just want to stop.
"And we're seeing 70 per cent of them free of amphetamines 12 weeks later, due to
the family, due to counselling, due to the implants and a combination of things
together."
'The jury is still out'
However, Dr O'Neil's techniques are expensive, controversial and have not been
independently evaluated.
Stimulant drugs consultant, Associate Professor Nicole Lee, said the jury was still
out.
"Naltrexone's been trialled three or four times for ice addicts and it's not really been
shown to be particularly effective," she told 7.30.
"It's one of the promising interventions, but it's not effective enough for enough
people to be widely available."
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In 2012 a Sydney coroner found three patients being treated for heroin dependence
died after having naltrexone implants at a Sydney detox clinic.
Dr O'Neil believes that was the result of bad practices.
Inflated sense of ice problem
New research shows Australians have an inflated sense of the country's ice problem,
as experts warn "normalising" the drug could make people "more likely to try it".
"The bad reputations come from people who haven't made implants properly or
haven't done tablets properly or haven't run a service properly," he said.
"And it's interesting that in Western Australia, the medical profession has been very
in favour of naltrexone, and in the eastern states nobody's really got a service up and
running properly."
Professor Gary Hulse is an addiction specialist at the University of WA and believes
naltrexone research should be fast tracked.
"The Government needs to be more proactive," he said.
"When we had a flu epidemic, when we had a swine flu epidemic, there were big
pushes to find medication treatment, if they weren't registered, to push them forward,
to look at safety and to get them out to the community."

Ice addict reveals struggle: Not all meth addicts are 'downand-outs with missing teeth'
By Simon Christie Sep 02 2015
A man has revealed his struggle with an ice addiction to show drug addicts can
affect people from all socio-economic backgrounds.
From the outside, Chris appears to lead an ordinary life. He seems happy, healthy
and holds down a good, well-paying job.
But just recently Chris (not his real name) revealed his struggle with an ice addiction
in a bid to show not all drug addicts are "down-and-outs with missing teeth".
Chris is a close friend of mine and only recently told me of his meth addiction. I was
shocked. I had no idea.
He believes no-one is aware of his addiction.
"Obviously my three drug dealers know," he said.
I interrupted. "Three?"
"Yep, three. You always need more than one because when one runs out, you
contact the other. Dealers are notoriously unreliable. You put the feelers out to all of
them and see who messages back first," Chris said.
Chris is in his late 30s, holds down a well-paying job in the tech sector and told me
he had always managed to keep his addiction a secret.
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Chris's girlfriend of a year was the only other person who knew of his meth addiction.
That was until he told me.
I think I've probably spent $200,000 on meth over the years and do you know what I
have to show for it? Nothing. Debt.
Chris, ice addict
I asked him why he told me.
"I'm sick of the media's perception that all meth addicts are down and outs with teeth
missing who don't feed their kids and steal from everyone," he said.
"I've never stolen from anyone, nor resorted to crime. I have no money. When I
spend it, it's gone."
He is now struggling with debt.
Chris earns a little over $100,000 a year, has consolidated debt twice and maxed out
his three credit cards again. That was all in 14 months.
He now owes $80,000 in total between a personal loan and credit cards.
Tears start to well in his eyes.
"I think I've probably spent $200,000 on meth over the years and do you know what I
have to show for it?" he asked me rhetorically.
"Nothing. Debt. I'm almost 40. I should own a house, but instead I have nothing to
show for my life.
"I don't deserve the love of people, nor the friendship. I'm a selfish addict who reverts
to his shell in order to feed my addiction."
Chris fought back the tears and emotion just long enough to get out the words that
truly shocked me.
"Some days I wished I was dead or would die in an accident or similar. If I went to a
doctor and they told me I had cancer, I wouldn't have fought it. I'd say let it takes its
course and let me die."
His tears turned to uncontrollable crying as his thoughts go to his teenage daughter.
"What have I done for her? I disappear for vast amounts of time and she always
seems to forgive me. When I see her I want to spoil her, but I go months without
seeing or talking to her," he said.
'There is almost no place to go to help you fight the addiction'
Chris is a wreck, but determined to fight his addiction. He feels though there is no
support.
I became the person I never thought I would become. I hurt my girlfriend, all because
I wanted drugs.
Chris, ice addict
"There is almost no place to go to help you fight the addiction," Chris said.
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"If the Government was truly keen to fix this problem there would be clinics
everywhere. I checked out clinics for meth addiction and unless you have a crap load
of money, you can't get the help you need."
Chris laughed before adding: "Tell me one meth addict with a crap load of money?
There aren't any."
I asked Chris why he stopped and he quickly replied: "Money, mainly."
Chris then shocked me for the second time that evening.
"I became the person I never thought I would become. I hurt my girlfriend, all
because I wanted drugs," he said.
He sat silently and I did not want to ask. He wept.
"We started arguing and before long she slapped me across the face. I cracked. I
stopped her from leaving the house and I was unknowingly strangling her," he said.
Inflated sense of ice problem
New research shows Australians have an inflated sense of the country's ice problem,
as experts warn "normalising" the drug could make people "more likely to try it".
"She bit me because she didn't have the breath to force the words from her mouth to
say I was choking her.
"I stopped and ran away from her knowing my actions were of the lowest forms of
society who beat women to make themselves feel stronger. I felt weak. I felt little. I
felt ashamed.
"She told me the next day that she thought she was honestly going to die that night. I
never thought I would be one who dealt out domestic violence, but here I am."
He was ashamed of himself. I was ashamed of him. I shook my head at him in
disbelief more than anything else.
After a long silence Chris continued: "This was the turning point. I knew it was time to
put meth behind me."
Government-funding needed, not 'pretend handouts'
That was nearly three weeks ago and Chris is still clean. His hurt is still raw, as is his
embarrassment for what he has done and having to finally admit it to someone.
"I do however want people out there to know this drug can affect all socio-economic
groups, all types of people and all families," Chris said.
If governments want to seriously tackle these issues, they need to use the taxes they
make from [alcohol and tobacco] to seriously help those in need.
Chris, ice addict
"I come from a loving family and there have been no tragic circumstances or past
indiscretions that have led me down this path.
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"Meth addicts are not all down and outs, and deserve help. Not some pretend
handout from politicians who walk out in front of the media to falsely tell us this
'epidemic' is being treated seriously, yet give no serious money to help combat this
problem.
"Meth is meth. It's a drug which can consume people, but so is alcohol and tobacco.
If governments want to seriously tackle these issues, they need to use the taxes they
make from the latter to seriously help those in need."
Chris finishes our catch up by telling me both he and his partner will be supporting
White Ribbon Day on November 25 this year, a campaign to stop violence against
women.
He left me with one final quote.
"I swear never to commit, excuse or remain silent about violence against women.
This is my oath."
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Appendix 17

The war on drugs is a losing battle
JULY 9 2016
News last week that drug users are rejecting the new batch of syringes in Victoria's
needle exchange programs has caused alarm among health workers and
underscores the importance of a proven, harm-minimisation approach to drugs.
Workers in the needle exchange programs have called on the Victorian government
to urgently examine claims of serious problems with the new syringes, and we
support these calls.

Needle and syringe exchange programs have been shown to be highly
effective. Photo: Michael Clayton-Jones
The impact of drug users rejecting syringes – which they claim are of poor quality –
is that users walk away from the exchange program and engage in risky behaviour.
There have been reports of drug users breaking into syringe disposal units to find
old, unsafe equipment. As one worker said, "it's a public health disaster".
We need programs such as needle exchange as part of a sensible, proven strategy
to minimise the harm caused by drugs and ultimately reduce their use in our
community.
Needle and syringe exchange programs have been shown to be highly effective. In
2009, a government review found that over the preceding nine years such programs
prevented more than 32,000 HIV infections and more than 96,000 hepatitis C
infections. For every dollar spent on the program, the government saved $4 in
avoidable health and disability costs.
The use of illicit drugs is sadly not a small problem, there are between 20,000 and
35,000 people in Victoria who inject drugs, and about 135,000 in Australia.
Advertisement
Former United Nations secretary-general, Kofi Annan, has written passionately on
the need to turn away from the so-called war on drugs and instead develop global
policies focused on ensuring that drugs cause the least possible harm, using
measures such as needle exchange programs.
As Annan wrote earlier this year, studies have consistently failed to establish a link
between the harshness of a country's drug laws and its level of drug use. He called
instead for programs that focus on regulation and public education. Annan also
makes the point that regulating illicit drugs helps to reduce criminal involvement in
this area.
In Australia, we have led the way in many public health campaigns. Smoking rates,
for example, have been reduced dramatically through education and health
initiatives, such as the globally applauded Quit campaign.
While there is still evidence of political nervousness around policies that are seen to
support drug addicts, we believe the tide is turning. Increasingly, governments are
accepting the need to deal with drug addiction as a health issue, not a law
enforcement issue. The taboo around this complex, social problem, is gradually
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being lifted, and we welcome this as it allows us as a whole community to freely
discuss the issues involved.
Victoria's former police chief, Ken Lay, summed up the views of many experts in this
field when he notably proclaimed: "We can't arrest our way out of our problems."
Similarly, former premier Jeff Kennett has admitted he was wrong to have opposed
supervised injecting rooms.
As Kofi Annan eloquently put it: "We all want to protect our families from the potential
harm of drugs. But if our children do develop a drug problem, surely we want them
cared for as patients in need of treatment and not branded as criminals".
The Age has consistently stressed that we support harm minimisation and do not
condone or encourage the abuse of legal or illegal substances. We repeatedly see
the pain and destruction caused by misusing substances. It's worth remembering
that the two substances that cause the most harm are legal – tobacco and alcohol.
The state government needs to move quickly to ensure that the needle and syringe
programs are working well, and are accepted by the community that they target.
If we are genuine about reducing the harm caused by drugs we need education,
regulation and health-based programs underpinned by evidence. The days of empty,
chest beating calls for a war on drugs are hopefully over.
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Jeff Kennett backs drug decriminalisation in
Australia, says current approach 'not good
enough'
By Karen Percy

Updated 20 Mar 2017, 5:17pm

PHOTO: Jeff Kennett has softened his attitude towards drug users. (ABC News)
RELATED STORY: Former top cops want 'white market' in illicit drugs
MAP: VIC
Victoria's once hard-line conservative premier Jeff Kennett says he has "come a long
way" on drug policy since he was in office in the 1990s.
Back then, he was adamant that his government was "not in favour" of drug-injecting
rooms.
Now he is part of a heavyweight group of senior politicians, law enforcers and drug
policy advocates who are endorsing a radical shift in the way Australia deals with the
scourge of drugs — including decriminalising drugs such as cannabis, as well as
setting up safe drug-taking spaces.
"I've come a long way over the years in terms of my attitude to drugs [and] those
who take it," he said.
"My attitude to those who peddle them and make money from them hasn't changed
at all, except that perhaps I've gone further to the right than I was initially on their
futures when we … apprehend them.
"But I've come to the point where I've recognised where what we are doing is simply
not good enough."
There have been numerous drug-related deaths this year in Victoria.
In mid-January, three people died and 20 more were affected by a bad batch of
MDMA bought at popular South Yarra nightclubs.
In 2015, there were 173 heroin deaths across the state, an increase of more than 25
per cent on 2014 numbers and the highest number seen since the early 2000s.
According to the Victorian Coroner's Office around two-thirds of overdose deaths are
the result of a combination of drugs.
In 2015, 75 per cent of the heroin overdose deaths also involved mixing with other
drugs, mainly benzodiazepines, or minor tranquillisers prescribed for anxiety and
sleep problems, pharmaceutical opioids and alcohol.
'We're repeating the same idiocy'
The Australia21 report, released today, is backed by Kennett and others and
recommends decriminalising some drugs like cannabis and ecstasy in order to
regulate and tax them.
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PHOTO: There has been a recent spike in the number of heroin deaths in
Victoria. (AAP: Julian Smith)
It endorsed drug testing, as well as expanding opioid substitution treatments.
Chief among the changes put forward is for all states and territories to build
supervised drug use centres, like the drug injecting centre in Kings Cross in Sydney,
which has led to a dramatic decrease in harm to drug users.
Since opening in 2001, that centre has dealt with more than 6,000 overdoses, and
no deaths, according to Melbourne QC Robert Richter — the Melbourne director of
the Australian Drug Law Reform Foundation.
Mr Richter has spent four decades dealing with the drugs and the law in Victoria.
"I'd like the Victorian law enforcement community to come together and decide that
this [reform] is in the benefit of both law enforcement officers and the drug addicts,"
he said.
"We've been simply repeating the same idiocy on a one-shoe-fits-all basis — on a
law enforcement basis, a prohibition basis — which has failed."
Victoria has 'no plans' for safe injecting room
Mr Richter supports a supervised drug-taking centre in Melbourne, to do what the
Wesley Church in the city failed to do when it was blocked from establishing a
supervised injecting centre in 2000.

PHOTO: Robert Richter says the current drug laws have failed.(ABC News)
A private members bill, brought by Fiona Patten of the Sex Party, to set up a new
centre has been referred to a parliamentary committee.
"We are waiting for the outcome to see if we can move into the 21st century," Mr
Richter said.
In a statement, Premier Daniel Andrews said there were no plans to set up a safe
injecting room.
Mr Kennett was critical of the State Government, which has seemingly rejected this
kind of drug reform, but has taken on euthanasia.
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"I don't think economically we only deal with one issue at a time, I therefore socially
don't think we can only as a community deal with one issue at a time," he said.
"We must have a broader reach."
Topics: drugs-and-substance-abuse, community-and-society, drug-use, drugoffences, vic
First posted 20 Mar 2017, 3:24pm
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$5 MILLION IS BEING DONATED TOWARDS
MDMA BEING USED MEDICALLY
It's being used in psychotherapy trials in the United States
Mixmag's Digital News Editor; DAVE TURNER
27 APRIL 2017

American soap company Dr Bronner's has agreed to donate $5 million to
Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) in an effort to get
MDMA approved by the U.S Food and Drug Administration.
The drug has been used in psychotherapy trials in the United States and was
recently given the green light to enter Phase 3.
Dr Bronner's will provide $1 million a year for five years, making up a total budget of
$25 million.
CEO David Bronner said: "There is tremendous suffering and pain that the
responsible integration of MDMA for treatment-resistant PTSD will alleviate and heal.
To help inspire our allies to close the funding gap, my family has pledged $1 million a
year for five years - $5 million total - by far our largest gift to an NGO partner to date.
"In part, we were inspired by the incredible example of Ashawna Hailey, former
MAPS Board member, who gave MAPS $5 million when she died in 2011."
Phase 3 trials were authorised at the end of last year after trials on people suffering
from post-traumatic stress and victims of sexual assault.
MDMA is also being used in trials in New Zealand as a means to cure tinnitus.
[Via: Collective Evolution]
[Photo: MDMA Team]
Dave Turner is Mixmag's Digital News Editor, follow him on Twitter
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New approach needed to tackle harm illicit
drugs cause in Australia
JANUARY 4 2017
It was hard to miss the flurry of activity when road toll figures came out this week
showing that 292 Victorians died on the state's roads in 2016. But another figure
seems to slip beneath the radar every year. It's the number of people who die of drug
overdoses.
About 1400 people in Australia die of an overdose every year – four a day. In 2015,
420 Victorians died of an overdose. There were 252 road deaths in the same year.

The Age has for years argued that the "war on drugs" has failed. Photo: Supplied
The state government spends more than double the amount on road safety that it
does on services to prevent overdoses. It put $192 million towards drug and alcohol
treatment services and harm reduction initiatives in its 2016-17 budget, of which $19
million went towards overdose prevention. Meanwhile, it spent more than $558
million on road safety.
The investment in lowering our road toll over the past four decades has made a
dramatic difference. Although the numbers have climbed in the past year, our roads
are generally safer than they have ever been. It's time we seriously tackled the drug
toll, too.
Illicit drugs remain a major social problem. In Australia, more than 3 million people
have taken an illicit drug in the past 12months. In Victoria alone, there are between
20,000 and 35,000 who regularly inject illicit drugs. A UN report published in 2014
found Australians had the world's highest rate of ecstasy use.
It is little wonder, then, that The Age has for years argued that the "war on drugs"
has failed. Former Victorian police chief Ken Lay summed up the situation when he
said: "We can't arrest our way out of our problems."
Policies that criminalise and demonise those dependent on drugs need to make way
for measures that minimise harm. Such strategies should be based on
decriminalisation, regulation and education.

It is important to remember that needle exchange programs were highly controversial
when introduced. Critics said they would "send the wrong message" to youth. Jeff
Kennett's government opposed injecting rooms, but he has since conceded he was
wrong.
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These spaces have been shown to be highly effective. In 2009, a government review
found that in the preceding nine years such programs prevented more than 32,000
HIV infections and more than 96,000 hepatitis C infections. For every dollar spent,
the government saved $4 in avoidable health and disability costs.
The Age's position has been consistent over many years. We have never sought to
condone or encourage misuse of addictive substances. The abuse of illicit and
addictive drugs is dangerous. But we need programs such as needle exchanges as
part of a sensible, proven strategy to minimise the harm caused and ultimately
reduce drug use.
We also believe our state government must have the courage to embrace new
measures to tackle the problem. That is why we urge it to open debate on policies
and ideas put forward by Harm Minimisation Australia this week.
These include the decriminalisation of personal use and possession of small
quantities of drugs. Other countries that have tried this have reported reduced drug
use, reduced overdose fatalities and reduced incarceration rates.
Pill testing stations should be trialled at music festivals and venues. Tens of
thousands of young Victorians will attend festivals over the summer. Many will
consume illicit drugs. Having the capability to examine drugs on site and take
dangerous pills and substances out of circulation could save lives.
It would also allow for alerts to be issued for "bad batches", and help avoid the mass
overdoses that have occurred in Australia in recent years.
These two small measures, combined with greater drug education, would help
reduce drug harm in our community.
These ideas will be confronting for many. But if they help reduce deaths, crime and
the overall cost to society, surely it is time to try a fresh approach. Far too many
families are suffering as a result of widespread drug use in our community.
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Community Information Bulletin : Victoria
Police + Harm Minimisation
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Appendix 22

Inquiry into the use of Methamphetamine in
Victoria
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/LRDCPC/Tabling Documents/Inquiry into Me
thamphetamine text Vol 01 with addendums.pdf
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Police want notorious King St nightclub
Inflation to close early
by: Mark Buttler, James Dowling From: Herald Sun February 06, 2014

Police want Inflation to close at 3am. Source: News Limited
DAMNING testimony from dozens of drug overdose victims, users and dealers is
being used by police to put a clamp on a notorious King St club.
A campaign to restrict Inflation's liquor licence is backed by a file of 59 incidents in
and around the club, including brutal assaults. It is being used to support the case
for a 1.30am lockout at the venue and for its 8am closing time to be cut by five
hours.
The state's top licensing cop, Supt Brett Guerin, said the public would expect police
to take action against any venue that was a "honey pot" for drug dealers.
People either drug-affected or carrying drugs were interviewed in the area around
the club between January and October last year. There are several witness accounts
of widespread drug trafficking, mostly GHB, at the club's Cloud Nine nights.
Revellers regularly told police of patrons "blowing out", a condition where users of
GHB lose consciousness after overdosing. Supt Guerin said he was concerned the
club had contacted some of the witnesses after receiving the police submission.
Allegations include:
CHILDREN as young as 16 told officers they bought and used drugs at Cloud Nine
events.
A 17-YEAR-OLD said he had dealt ecstasy inside the venue.
THERE were many hospital admissions of overdose victims connected to Cloud
Nine.
MANY interviewed said drugs were freely available in Cloud Nine.
Some disturbing overdose incidents - including a man barking like a dog and
drooling - allegedly unfolded after first light, in front of children and other passers-by.
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Police have applied to the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation
to have a lockout applied to Cloud Nine, under which no one would be allowed to
enter after 1.30am and no passes out would be granted from that time.
They want the venue closed by 3am instead of the current 8am. Supt Guerin said
police wanted this on a six-month trial basis and he was conscious of the potential
damage to the business.
"The possible economic consequences are not lost to us," he said. "I'm not a wowser
… but if people are going to be running nightclubs or licensed premises, they need to
run it in a way that they have an atmosphere and environment that is as unconducive
to drug-trafficking, drunkenness and violence as possible.
"We can't arrest our way out of this."
Inflation operator Martha Tsamis denied her club was a "honey pot" for drug dealers
and said the problem was with a nearby carpark.
"I sell alcohol, I don't sell drugs," Ms Tsamis told the Herald Sun.
"I make money from alcohol and the door. There is no value for me to have people
like that (on drugs) in my venue, that is why we report them.
"We run a very safe venue, we do ID scanning, have shatterproof glass, have double
the amount of security, and I do everything possible to minimise the risk."
She said the police had a "vendetta" against her after she made complaints against
senior officers.
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Call-outs to King St for overdosing GHB users
have skyrocketed
Anthony Dowsley, HeraldSun
June 6, 2013 12:25pm
AMBULANCE call-outs for King St nightclub revellers overdosing on the drug GHB
have hit unprecedented numbers.
Victoria Police say they continue to catch drug dealers trafficking to youths in car
parks in the King St nightclubs precinct.
In an interview on Neil Mitchell’s 3AW program, Salvation Army Major Brendan
Nottle revealed "bodies were lying in the street’’ in the middle of the day as families
walked by, particularly on weekends.
"You’ve got kids going past there on the way to the footy, you’ve got kids and
families off to have breakfast or to go to the aquarium or places like that and they’re
seeing all of these bodies lying on the street,” he said.
The drug, which comes in liquid form has several names other than GHB, including
Gina.
Alarmingly, there has been a massive increase in ambulances attending overdoses
for GHB, predominantly for males aged 18 to 25.
Superintendent Rod Wilson said a decade ago there were 70 call outs for
ambulances for GHB overdoses compared with recent figures of 449 in a 12 month
period.
He said at one party, outside of Melbourne, 26 ambulances attended a single party
because of overdoses on GHB.
The force has taken a stronger approach to traffickers in the King St precinct after
more harmful form was being trafficked to users last year.
Much of the trading occurs in designated levels of car parks, which have been widely
known for years.
"We’ve stepped up our policing operations,’’ Supt Wilson told 3AW.
"So far I think we’ve made about 55 arrests and about ten or twelve of those have
been for trafficking.”
"My answer at the moment is to make that areas of king street alive with police,” he
said.
"It’s probably at the moment our number one priority for city police.”
anthonydowsley@news.com.au
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Police fear stolen chemicals may be sold as
drugs
The AGE November 16, 2013 Stephen Cauchi, Goya Dmytryshchak
Several hundred litres of chemicals stolen from a factory in Melbourne's south-east
could be sold as drugs worth up to $4 million, police have warned.
Police believe the offenders entered the Cheltenham factory between Friday
November 8 and Tuesday November 12 and removed several drums containing an
industrial solvent.
The solvent, if ingested by a person, can have the same effect as the drug
gammahydroxybutyrate, police said. It can also cause death.
Its potential street value, if marketed as GHB, is up to $4 million on the illicit drug
market.
Acting Inspector Tim Day from Southern Metro Region said with the school year
coming to an end, and the subsequent increase in parties, the chemical may come
into the wrong hands.
“We really want to get the message out in the community that there could be people
out there who will try and sell this to kids/teens at parties,” Acting Inspector Day said.
“Of particular concern is that this industrial solvent will be marketed as GHB, which in
itself is dangerous. This particular solvent could be lethal. "If this industrial solvent is
ingested there may be a delay of about 15 to 20 minutes before any effect is felt.
" Our fear is that another dose may be ingested, causing a rapid overdose."
Intensive care paramedic Gary Becker said signs of overdose included vomiting and
nausea.
‘‘Initially, they feel quite euphoric and that’s why they take it, but ultimately, with
overdose, and if they don’t know the strength they’re having, the patients become,
they vomit, and nauseated, and they can become unconscious, stop breathing, and
that’s usually when we get called.’’
He said paramedics were worried that people might initially feel no effect and take
more of the drug.
‘‘This is of concern to us; because of the fact that it’s going to maybe [take effect] a
little bit slower, that they may take a second or third subsequent doses to try to get
the supposed high or the high that they get out of it, and that can actually prove fatal
and we’re quite concerned about that... It can have a serious detrimental effect and
they can die very quickly.’’
He urged people to stay with their friends and look out for each other.
‘‘The thing is drinks can be spiked, they are spiked from time to time, and friends
have to look after each other because unfortunately there’s some unscrupulous
people out there and it can also be used as a date rape type of drug and we’re very
very very concerned about that.’’
Acting Inspector Day said the drug could be marketed under the name "Blue Nitro".
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Overdose footage sparks new drugs debate
by: Aaron Langmaid, Anne Wright From: Herald Sun April 11, 2011
Closing Melbourne's seedy daytime dance clubs and legalising illicit drugs were
among suggestions.
Despite campaigning on a plan to clean up Melbourne's streets, Lord Mayor Robert
Doyle would not comment on the issue yesterday.
The owner of the nightclub involved said the victim's friends had demanded to be let
out of the venue as he lapsed into unconsciousness.
Tramp owner Matt Giles said staff urged the group to wait for an ambulance but
they were told to carry him on to the street.
"We didn't want to let him go,'' he said.
"We told them 'you're not taking him home'.
"But they demanded to be let out.''
The 20-year-old had been conscious while inside. It was the first GHB-related case
he had seen at the venue in five years.
"We judge it case by case but it's tough for us,'' he said.
Australian Lawyers Alliance director Greg Barnes said it was time to discuss a
federal policy of decriminalisation.
"You can't win this war,'' Mr Barnes said.
"Part of the reason drugs are so popular is because they are illegal. If illicit
substances are regulated you create a space where users know what they are
getting,'' he said.
"Let's have a discussion about a national drugs policy.''
Catholic Care chief executive Fr Joe Caddy said drug use had to be treated as a
health issue rather than through the criminal justice system.
"In some cases we would still need the authority of the courts but part of the
solution is teaching users - and their friends and family - how to manage the
situation,'' he said.
The footage captured by the Herald Sun also attracted a huge response from
readers.
"The fact the (victim) was at a 'night' club at 11 in the morning says it all,'' said
Lance, of Melbourne.
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"Having these places open until this time promotes the use of drugs. How else can
someone last the distance without drugs. Open them earlier and close them at
3am.''
In graphic scenes, a 20-year-old man is hauled from a nightclub at 11am on Sunday
as families stroll past seemingly unaware a young life hangs in the balance.
The video showing paramedics battling to revive him highlights the drugs epidemic,
with 9000 overdoses a year putting enormous strain on emergency services.
Premier Ted Baillieu, who viewed the Herald Sun video, said the anti-drugs
message was not getting through to young people.
"This is a parent's worst nightmare," Mr Baillieu said. "It is shocking footage, it's
real, it's evil."
Friends of the victim are clearly frantic after bouncers carry him unconscious from
Tramp bar on King St.
The Herald Sun witnessed staff waiting with the man inside the venue door for more
than 10 minutes before he was carried across the footpath and into a waiting car.
He remained unconscious until paramedics arrived but his friends confirmed he had
taken the liquid drug gammahydroxybutrate, or GHB.
"I don't know how much he's taken or when he took it," one cried.
An Ambulance Victoria spokesman later confirmed an advance life support team and even a fire brigade unit - had been called to treat the suspected overdose
victim.
Youth worker Les Twentyman said Melbourne's drug problem has been on the rise
for some time, and needed to be addressed.
He told heraldsun.com.au that law and order was not going to stop the city's soaring
drug problems.
"The ambos told me recently that they had noticed they were attending more of
these types of incidents," he said.
"The scene is just awash with drugs."
Mr Twentyman said the party drug scene appeared to affect middle class
youngsters the most because they could afford to be in the clubs and buying drugs.
"At the end of the day we can't stop it. Even when the police announce that they are
going to be at rock concerts they still take the drug. The law and order part is
certainly not a deterrent," he said.
"They'll just shop around and one day it's heroin, another day it's amphetamines or
whatever pills they can get their hands on.
"The issue is that they have a whole cocktail of different drugs."
Mr Twentyman said European schemes where drugs are tested for revellers before
they take them should be considered.
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"What they do in Europe is when people come in to buy drugs they test the drugs
for them so they know exactly what they're getting."
"Maybe that needs to be looked at here, it's been a success."
Intensive care paramedic Alan Eade said it was a scene with which officers were all
too familiar.
"We have the highest rate of use of GHB of any city in Australia," Mr Eade said.
"In other states and territories usage has dropped, but not here. Melburnians are
overwhelmingly stupid.
"The greatest education point is this: it's a dangerous drug and people die using it.
"If it goes wrong, it goes wrong to the tune of not breathing," Mr Eade said.
But he said the youths involved in Sunday's incident had done the right thing: "They
got help. Some others probably wouldn't have."
Mr Baillieu said the message wasn't getting through.
"It's turning young people's lives upside down. It's wasting lives, turning kids into
vegetables in hospitals - it's madness."
Nightclub Owners' Association spokesman David Button said the use of GHB in
clubs was prevalent.
The victim was taken to the Royal Melbourne hospital and later discharged.
A Victoria Police spokeswoman said the Force was committed to reducing the
supply of illicit drugs in the community.
"(This includes) the use of so called 'party drugs' in nightclubs," she said in a
statement.
"If information is received regarding trafficking at licensed premises or within the
community, Victoria Police responds accordingly.
"The Drug Task Force and Regional police members continue to conduct a number
of successful operations aimed at reducing the manufacture and supply of illicit
drugs."
langmaida@heraldsun.com.au
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Nightclub overdoses prompt police raids
The AGE April 22, 2013
Nine people have overdosed on the King Street nightclub strip during the past two
weekends,mpting police fears that a potentially fatal batch of the drug GHB may
have hit Melbourne's streets.
Police arrested 23 people over the weekend for illicit drug possession and trafficking
near King Street, a week after six people overdosed in the area.
There were three more overdoses on the weekend while police conducted Operation
Cumulus.
A 20-year-old man was found inside a nightclub on King Street while an 18-year-old
woman and a 24-year-old man were outside the same premises. They were taken to
St Vincent's Hospital.
Sixteen people, including a 17-year-old girl, were placed on a drug diversion
program after being found with small amounts of drugs.
Acting Inspector Mick Wilmott said young people were ignoring the perils of illicit
drugs.
GHB, short for gamma hydroxybutyrate, was originally developed as an anaesthetic.
Street names include Grievous Bodily Harm (GBH), liquid ecstasy, liquid E, fantasy,
blue nitro and liquid.
"These drugs are dangerous and are manufactured by criminals who have no regard
for the safety of people," he said.
An 18-year-old man from Maribyrnong was arrested in a car park on Flinders Lane
on Saturday just before 2am after police allegedly found ecstasy tablets and bags of
amphetamine in his car.
Police then searched a house in Maribyrnong and seized suspected ecstasy tablets,
capsules of suspected amphetamine and money.
Campbell Ashton was charged with trafficking and possessing a drug of dependence
and possessing proceeds of crime, and appeared at an out-of-session's court
hearing at Melbourne West Police Station.
He was remanded to appear at the Melbourne Magistrates' Court on Monday.
Most of the arrests took place outside a car park on Flinders Lane, with police
seizing drugs including GHB and ecstasy.
A 21-year-old man is expected to be charged on summons with possessing
suspected GHB and ecstasy while an 18-year-old man faces charges after being
caught with suspected amphetamine and the drug ice.
Two men were also given cannabis cautions.
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Acting Inspector Wilmott said uniformed police and detectives from the North West
Metro Region had been involved in the operation.
The operation started at 5am on Saturday and Sunday.
"Police regularly patrol areas around pubs, clubs and bars in the CBD to check for
drug activity and it's disappointing that despite the warnings, some people still
choose to ignore the risks associated with drug use," he said.
"We will continue to run investigations into any individual or group identified as
supplying drugs into the community, whether it be at a club, or any other premises.
"There is this idea with some young people that taking drugs enhances their night
out, but in reality, they are putting their lives at risk."
Police will allege Ashton had between 200 and 300 pills and was a "major player" in
the King Street area.
Superintendent Rod Wilson said nightclub owners had co-operated with police and it
appeared none were sympathetic to illicit drug use in their venues.
He said police would also target nearby multi-storey carparks, which appeared to be
used by dealers or to consume drugs before entering nightclubs.
Police will soon conduct traffic operations targeting revellers who may risk driving
home from the city after taking illicit drugs.
Anyone with information on people who are involved in the supply or trafficking of
any illicit substance should call Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000.

See table below for:

Recent Drug Related Statistics at Major Events
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Recent Drug Related Statistics at Major Events
Date

Event

State

Crowd
Numbers

Oct-09

Parklife

Melbourne

17,000

Jan-10

Big Day Out

Sydney

Sep-11

Parklife

Melbourne

42

Jan-12

Big Day Out

Sydney

110

Apr-12

Creamfields

Melbourne

200

Apr-12

Creamfields

Sydney

200

Oct-12

Parklife

Perth

20

Oct-12

Parklife

Sydney

79

11

Dec-12

Stereosonic

Melbourne

45,000

93

80

Dec-12

Meredith Music
Fest
Stereosonic

Victoria

12,000

2

Perth

40,000

27

NSW

Jan-13

Strawberry
Fields
Summadayze

Melbourne

20,000

Jan-13

Big Day Out

Sydney

30,000

22-Apr-13

CBD Blitz Cumulus
Future Music
Festival
Future Music
Festival

Melbourne

Melbourne

Nov-13

CBD Blitz Regem
CBD Blitz Temporal
CBD Blitz Silver
Listen Out
2013
Creamfields

Melbourne

20,000

200

2/12/2013

Stereosonic

Melbourne

45,000

93

24-Jan-14

Big Day Out

Melbourne

23,000

27-Jan-14

Big Day Out

Sydney

30,000

Dec-12
Dec-12

1-Mar-13
10-Mar-13

23-Jun-13
7-Jul-13
27-Oct-13
5-Oct-13

Searched

Arrested

Charged

Drug
Diversion /
Cautions

Trafficking

65
381

104
49

12
42

2

16

4

175
1
12

12
84

6

100,000

23

1

Melbourne

50,000

45

Sydney

50,000

300

165

1

140

33 infringements

15

12

Melbourne

100,000

26

Melbourne

100,000

25

Melbourne

16

4

12

4

20

11

13
175

Dozens
570

120

71

25
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Letter to Hon James Merlino

9 h May 2016

The Hon. James Merlino MP
Deputy Premier and Minister for Education
Level 3, 1 Treasury Place
EAST MELBOURNE 3002
Dear Minister
Thank you for the willingness of yourself and your advisers to engage in further
discussion in relation to alcohol and drug harm minisation, particularly in relation to
the better education of young persons.
I have listed below a series of issues where I believe urgent reform is required.
The first point relates directly to your Education portfolio and the remaining points to
your position as Deputy Premier. Hopefully, you can consider these reforms with
your colleague, the Hon Jane Garrett MP in her role as Minister for Gaming and
Liquor

Young Persons - Years 10, 11 + 12 and Early Tertiary Years
I have previously raised with you our ‘Heading Out – Heading Home’ program which
I believe needs to urgently introduced for senior students at all secondary schools
and Universities.
The young are driven by music + fashion particularly through social media. Just look
at the Kardashians, for example and consider what young persons are exposed to,
what they want to do or feel they need to do as a consequence.
With the recent example of Melbourne Girls Grammar students, it is again brought to
our attention that young persons are not being educated on the dangers of taking
illicit substances and abusing alcohol. It was reported in the media that they
intended to spike young person’s drinks at their unofficial end of year after party.
As well as education and awareness for young people, we urgently need to
encourage and facilitate venues in holding alcohol and drug free events for underage
persons. Young people need the opportunity to socialise in culturally relevant events.
This is particularly evident with the widespread problems associated with young
people from an African background.
Currently at Chasers, we receive approximately 3 inquiries per week to hold student
formals after-parties. Currently the Victorian Liquor Licensing regulations state that
venues need to apply for special permission to hold a function for those under 18,
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after 10:00pm and meet other stringent conditions. In most cases, police will object
when such applications are made
Not only is this a lot of work for a venue in compliance with conditions such as
removing all alcoholic beverages rom display, etc. It is also forcing venues to take
after parties in the hope that they won't get caught. We were informed recently that
a venue held an after party and closed their doors so that it didn't look as if they were
open.
This alone places a safety risk to the young persons attending. What if someone
overdosed on an illicit substance? Would management phone an ambulance?
Would management move the young person outside of their premise and have
someone else phone an ambulance? What if scenarios all play out badly?

Improving the ‘Real Life’ Competencies of Licensees and Venue
Management
At present when a licensed business is bought by another person and they become
the Licensee, all that is required form them to do is a 3 hour ‘1st Step’ training
course. This does not adequately prepare them for the many real life challenges that
lay ahead.
It should be compulsory for all licensees and venue managers to attend their
regional, Liquor License Forums (LLF) for the first 12 months so that they can better
informed on the issues that relate to their particular community.
Non-attendance of the licensee or a genuine representative should become a breach
of the liquor license with an appropriate penalty attached. Attending the LLF's
enables new Licensees and Managers to learn the ropes on what is required of them
in managing a licensed venue.
Furthermore, all new Licensees, Venue Managers and Duty Managers should be
required to complete an Advanced RSA course with the VCGLR in place of the
current ‘First Step’ Course.

Security Training and Accreditation
At present persons wanting to work in the security industry need to complete a 3
week training course that consists a wide range of issues not necessarily relevant to
the industry they intend to work in such firearm use for armed guards, for example.
This is onerous, time consuming and expensive for people wanting to work in the
industry on relatively low wage rates and late night shifts. It is extremely difficult for
persons already employed full time or casually to take time off their job and complete
the course.
There is consequently a lull in the market for good Security in the hospitality
industry.
We propose that the training modules should be isolated to the particular
requirements of where persons intend to work. If these persons subsequently want
to work in another industry, they will then be required to undertake the training
module relevant to that industry.
If this reform is introduced, we would have more nightclub security personnel and the
calibre of those employed would improve as a consequence.
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Regulation of Nightclub Promoters
Promoters are integral part of the late night hospitality industry because of their
ability to tap into target audiences.
The problem is that social trends and fashion are constantly changing driven by
social media, and promoters are always coming and going.
This makes it difficult for licensees to manage promoters and allows the ‘black
market’ to flourish. If problems occur, it is the licensee that is held accountable, while
the promoter simply goes to ground and re-emerges with a different identity.
We propose that all promoters should be registered. Having a Register for
Promoters would help regulate the current black market income. Licensees and
promoters would both be required to meet registration requirements, clearly linking
the promoter’s identification with designated venues. This means monies paid to
promoters could be better monitored and tax avoidance minimised
We also propose that as a condition of registration, promoters would need to
compete RSA and conflict resolution courses.
This would enable promoters to better comprehend what a Licensee must do to
comply to with their Liquor License.

Improving the relationships and information exchange between the
Licensee Accords with Police, the VCGLR and Municipal Councils
Licensee Accords are excellent means of exchange of information and intelligence of
benefit to both licensees and authorities.
However, police and local government often treat Licensee Accords simply as a
convenient means of ‘waving the big stick’. Not only to they not meet their end of the
bargain in terms of information exchange, but more often than not what is said at
Accord meetings is not reflected in the actions of authorities working in the field.
All Police and Local Government officials participating in Licensee Accords should
be required to undergo professional development training on what Licensee Accords
are intended to achieve and the importance of mutual respect. Examples of best
practice could be better highlighted also through this process.

Use of Patron ID Scanners
At Chasers we have successfully operated a ‘Scantek’ patron ID scanning system for
many years.
This particular system is linked to systems installed at other participating venues and
enables venues to identify underage persons attempting to gain entry using false ID
and patrons who have been previously barred for inappropriate behaviour.
Use of these systems is currently voluntary.
We propose that all venues that target a predominantly 18 – 21 target audience after
9:00pm be required to install and use ID scanners that meet agreed specifications
including cross linking across venues.
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Freeze on Trading Past 1.00am for New Licensees or Existing
Licensees seeking to Extend Trading Hours
The current freeze on trading past 1.00am has been in place now for many years by
both Labour and Coalition Governments.
Not only is this hurting new investment in the industry but is allowing new residential
apartment developments to swallow up existing entertainment precincts.
There needs to a planned strategy to lift the freeze and allow diversity and innovation
in the industry to once again flourish in a responsible manner.
We propose that the Freeze to be lifted for venues have a good record of
compliance, subject to the following:

New venues must close at 1:00am
After 2 years 3:00am
After a further 2 years apply the licensee can apply to trade to
5:00am
I look forward to continued positive dialogue on these important reforms.
Yours sincerely
Martha Tsamis
Director
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Hi-tech link puts nightclubs on red alert for
drunken thugs
MARCH 20, 201310:26PM
Aleks Devic : HeraldSun

ID scanner
NIGHTCLUBS are seeking to bar drunken thugs by sharing their rap sheets via a hitech link.
Fusion, Odeon, Lagerfield Bar and Co at Crown; city venues Chasers, Trak, Tramp
and Inflation; and Mynt in Werribee are the first in Victoria to try the technology.
Dossiers will be kept on thugs' behaviour, such as whether they have glassed
someone, inflicted injuries that required hospital treatment, stolen mobile phones,
argued with bouncers, used fake ID, sold drugs or broken into venues.
All clubs, pubs and bars that use the Scantek machine can have a file relayed to
them within a minute.
If liquored-up louts try to enter another venue using the technology, it triggers an
alert.
The technology allows operators to identify troublesome patrons based on their age,
sex, and skin colour, through a colour-matching system.
Victoria Police have backed the technology and talks are being held to introduce the
scanners in venues along King St.
Chasers owner Martha Tsamis said operators were cracking down on pests.
"I want to know if people coming into my venues are troublemakers," she said.

"We've had enough of those who club-hop and think they can behave badly and not
be detected."
She said many patrons weren't taking seriously fines and penalties for violence and
anti-social antics, and venues now had to issue blanket bans.
Scantek co-founder Ches Rafferty said details of peaceable patrons were deleted
after 28 days, but details of serious offenders could remain for up to five years.
Only managers can see the details, venues can't look up incidents elsewhere, and
there's an alert only when an ID is scanned.
"If you are in a bad place and something wrong the likelihood is increased of doing
something worst at the next venue this stops it straight away."
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Chasers Nightclub goes for face scanning
security
Herald Sun article by: Matt Johnston April 23, 2009
A MELBOURNE nightclub has installed facial recognition software to stamp
out thugs and known troublemakers. Chasers nightclub in Chapel St, which
already has metal detectors to screen patrons for weapons, believes the system is
one of the first in the world for nightclubs.
Management now wants the technology to be adopted in other nightclubs to create a
security network. Assaults and violence around nightspots is increasing. Melbourne's
Lord Mayor Robert Doyle said the technology could help the fight against violence,
and should be looked at for venues on their last warnings.
The face-recognition technology was installed at Chasers on the weekend. It was
bought after a chemical bomb was let off in the venue last year. On entering, patrons'
faces are scanned by a camera and the image and driver's licence details are stored
on computer for 28 days. If someone banned from the club tries to enter, their face
comes up with a red mark, alerting security to a problem.
Head of security Andrew McDonald said the system would work best in unison with
other clubs, so that violent thugs can't move between clubs. "There are fights in
nightclubs, and we want to stop these troublemakers coming in," Mr McDonald said.
About 20 people have been banned from the club in the past three years for
weapons offences, fighting, or disrespecting security staff.
Chasers owner Martha Tsamis, who also owns Inflation on King St, said the $16,000
system was bought after an ammonia cocktail bomb, the effect of which is similar to
mace, was set off last year. "The only way we could track people who do such things
is with this, if they don't have a criminal record," Ms Tsamis said.
Ms Tsamis said the hi-tech security put her mind at ease, and people who did not
want their faces scanned could go elsewhere. "The reports we have had, especially
from females, is they are very happy because they know our system is there to
protect people," she said.
Liberty Victoria president Michael Pearce said nightclubs would benefit from using
facial recognition technology, but there were concerns about misuse of information.
Mr Pearce said one way to protect against misuse would be to create new right-toprivacy legislation. "At the moment there's always the danger someone can get hold
of images and post them on the internet," Mr Pearce said.
Ms Tsamis said Chasers' information would be stored on a secure database, to
which only she and Mr McDonald would have access. In the event of an incident at
the club, police would be given access to data as part of their investigations.

The Herald Sun last month revealed that police want hi-tech ID scanning equipment
installed at all late-night city venues. A submission by Victoria Police to the
Government will ask for scanners to be compulsory for "high-risk" nightclubs.
A spokesman for Director of Liquor Licensing Sue Maclellan said measures to
reduce alcohol-related violence were encouraged, but the key was in ensuring that
patrons did not get drunk.
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Nightlife 'safer with scanners'
OCTOBER 2 2012
Jane Lee

A police report for 2011-2012 found that crimes in licensed premises were down
4.3per cent on the previous year. Photo: Paul Rovere
Some Melbourne bars and nightclubs, including Chasers, the Night Cat and Crown
Casino, use machines to scan customers' licences - and even their fingerprints - to
retain a record of banned customers.
A police report for 2011-12 found that crimes in licensed premises - were down 4.3
per cent on the previous year.
Australian Hotels Association Victoria's chief executive Brian Kearney said the
scanners had played an important role in that.
''[ID scanners have] been a significant contributor,'' he said, ''in combination with
CCTV and a whole range of technological interventions, which serve as a strong
deterrent.''
Advertisement
Mr Kearney said scanners - mostly ID scanners - were becoming more common at
clubs in inner metropolitan and country Victoria.
His comments came after Australian Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim
yesterday warned that licence and biometric scanners could increase people's risk of
identity fraud and theft.
Mr Kearney said the association had not received any complaints of misuse of
personal information and that licensed venues would comply with any guidelines by
the commissioner.
A police spokeswoman said ID scanners could provide police with ''another avenue
of inquiry. We would advise anyone who is concerned their data has been misused
in any way to report the matter,'' she said.
Martha Tsamis, owner of Chasers nightclub in Chapel Street said most licensed
venues used ID scanners. The club was one of the first to install a scanner for
$10,000 after a man entered with a liquid sulfur bomb in 2007. Witnesses identified
the man six months later, after the club posted photos of him, she said.
''Had I had the machine and his details, he probably wouldn't have walked in to do it,
and I wouldn't have put my customers, staff and myself in danger,'' Ms Tsamis said.
''We need this machine to hand over people to the police when there's a problem.''
Ms Tsamis said that since then she had noticed a rise in the number of female
patrons, and a fall in violent incidents at the club.
She said a Chasers' scanner last year identified convicted sex offender Angelo
Merakis after he was captured on CCTV assaulting a woman outside the club.
''People feel safe, they know that if they come in here, and someone does
something, that they'll be caught,'' Ms Tsamis said.
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The club, which now operates three licence scanners, has an offline searchable
database. It uses the machines to ban people police have kicked out of licensed
venues and designated areas around Melbourne. Ms Tsamis said the club destroyed
personal information - except that of people still subject to police orders - within 28
days in line with the venue's policy on CCTV camera footage.
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SCANTEK STATISTICS
JUNE 2014 to APRIL 2016

4th June 2014
Venues using system:
Australia-wide:

85

Victoria:

26

Current Active bans
Australia-wide:

3944

Victoria:

1159

Breakdown of Bans
Male v Female
Australia-wide: 86.8% Male - 13.2% Female
45.1% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Victoria: 83.1% Male - 16.9% Female
62.8% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Australia-wide:
53.8% are 18-24 years old, 32.7% are 25-30, remaining
13.5% are 31+
Victoria:
76.9% are 18-24 years old, 18.5% are 25-30, remaining 4.6%
are 31+
General Trends
Victoria:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 12.6% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 25.7%
Australia-wide:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 4.4% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 28.3%
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23 September 2014
Venues using system:
Australia-wide:

100

Victoria:

33

Current Active bans
Australia-wide:

4331

Victoria:

1435

Breakdown of Bans
Male v Female
Australia-wide: 84.7% Male - 15.3% Female
44.3% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Victoria: 83.1% Male - 16.9% Female
59.2% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Australia-wide:
54.4% are 18-24 years old, 32.4% are 25-30, remaining
13.2% are 31+
Victoria:
73.7% are 18-24 years old, 20.6% are 25-30, remaining 5.7%
are 31+
General Trends
Victoria:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 19.8% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 43.1%
Australia-wide:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 5.8% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 39.1%
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20 April 2015
Venues using system:
Australia-wide:

117

Victoria:

37

Current Active bans
Australia-wide:

6196

Victoria:

1910

Breakdown of Bans
Male v Female
Australia-wide: 85.2% Male - 14.8% Female
37.4% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Victoria: 82.6% Male - 17.4% Female
49.5% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Australia-wide:
46.0% are 18-24 years old, 37.9% are 25-30, remaining
16.1% are 31+
Victoria:
62.1% are 18-24 years old, 30.6% are 25-30, remaining 7.3%
are 31+
General Trends
Victoria:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 21.0% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 40.5%
Australia-wide:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 6.6% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 42.8%
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18 April 2016
Venues using system:
Australia-wide:

160

Victoria:

51

Current Active bans
Australia-wide:
Victoria:

9509
2718

Breakdown of Bans
Male v Female
Australia-wide: 85.4% Male - 14.6% Female
41.7% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Victoria: 83.0% Male - 17.0% Female
50.3% of all bans are Male - 18-24 years old
Australia-wide:
50.4% are 18-24 years old, 33.9% are 25-30, remaining
15.7% are 31+
Victoria:
62.8% are 18-24 years old, 28.4% are 25-30, remaining 8.8%
are 31+
General Trends
VICTORIA
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 21.5% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 43.5%
NSW
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 8.9% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 40.5%
QLD
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 1.6% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 34.0%
SA
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Possession or Use of Drug - represents 3.1% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 68.7%
WA
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 2.5% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 53.1%
Australia-wide:
Possession or Use of Drug - represents 6.9% of bans
Threatening or Violent behaviour towards Staff or Patrons
accounts for 43.3%
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Lifetime Poof Doof Bans For Clubbers On Ice –
Chasers Nightclub
The AGE Tammy Mills 23/09/2014
Organisers of Melbourne gay dance party Poof Doof say they will impose a lifetime
ban on clubbers found using ice. It's the first time a city club has made a public
stance on crystal methamphetamine, following moves at mainstream venues almost
two years ago to place life bans on punters caught partying on the drug.
"There is a sadness and exhaustion attached to these drugs - everyone seems to
know someone who has been directly affected," Poof Doof organiser Anthony
Hocking said.
Mr Hocking said ice-affected party-goers at the weekly dance party, hosted by
Chasers nightclub in Chapel Street, will be ejected and banned using Scantek. The
technology scans the licences of punters onto a system accessed by more than 100
venues Australia-wide.
Club staff can opt to ban a patron for a month, three months, six months or for life
and provide explanations that can be seen by all the venues that use the system.
"An individual who has been given a lifetime ban at one venue, will be flagged by all
venues," he said.
Melbourne clubs have been using the technology since 2006 and there are now 33
Victorian venues on Scantek. There are almost 4500 active bans across the country
and nearly 1500 in Victoria with men accounting for 84 per cent of bans. Drug use or
possession accounts for about 20 per cent of prohibitions, while threatening or
violent behaviour is responsible for 43 per cent.
Venues have used the system for years, but it is rare for Melbourne club owners,
wary of being cast as having a drug problem, to go public and threaten drug users
with lifetime bans. The last time was more than a year ago.
Tramp nightclub owner Matt Giles said the GHB "epidemic" hit the club scene hard.
"It was becoming four or five ambulances per club per night. GHB was wrecking the
scene. So we put it out on Facebook 14-15 months ago that anyone using GHB in
our industry, you get a life ban and it's a life ban. I've personally banned 100 people,"
he said.
He said use of GHB has almost "vanished" but now, perhaps in its place, is ice. Mr
Giles said ice was not a problem in his club, but it was difficult to detect given it
causes users to stay awake and party rather than almost drop dead like they did on
GHB.
It's also hard to pick-up because of the way ice is consumed. A user isn't exactly
going to light an ice pipe in a club (plumes of smoke are a bit of a give-away) and Mr
Giles said people would often sneak-out to carparks near clubs to inhale it. GHB, on
the other hand, is a clear liquid that can be slipped into drinks.
Even if club owners say it is not a problem in their venues, its prevalence in the
community has become well-publicised with its link to violent crime and social and
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health destruction. It is only in the last month that the gay community started to talk
about it in the mainstream media.
The parliamentary inquiry into ice, tabled at the start of the month, recommended
campaigns to target its use, while Fairfax Media revealed it had become so widely
used by gay men it was being sold on dating app Grindr.
It was off the back of this that Poof Doof organisers, with Chasers, went public
with the lifetime ban threat. "With some evidence that increases in unsafe sex and
rises in HIV infections are being linked to ice use, there's not doubt this will benefit
the community," president of gay and lesbian radio station Joy 94.9 Jed Gilbert said.
"I hope their leadership encourages other venues, both gay and mainstream, to
follow suit."
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Victorian government says lockout laws would
destroy Melbourne
The AGE February 14, 2016 Richard Willingham

Tough lockout laws used in Sydney have no place in Melbourne because of the
economic and cultural damage it would do to the city, according to the
Victorian government.
NSW Premier Mike Baird has in recent weeks claimed success for Sydney's lockout
laws despite reports of the policy destroying the city's nightlife and forcing venues to
close down.
And independent Queensland Senator Glenn Lazarus is pushing for a national
approach to lockout laws in a bid to curb alcohol-fuelled violence.
But Victoria will resist any attempt for a Melbourne lockout after the failed trial of a
2am lockout policy in 2008, and because of the city's vibrant late night economy
which is worth hundreds of millions of dollars.
The night time economy in the City of Yarra, which includes popular drinking strips in
Fitzroy, Collingwood and Richmond, has been valued at $665 million a year,
employing 3000 people at night.
In 2008 the Brumby Labor government abandoned a 2am lockout policy in
Melbourne. A KPMG report into Melbourne's lockout found there had been an
increase in reports of violence during the trial.
State government data shows that the rates of assault in "High Alcohol Hours" –
Fridays and Saturdays between 8pm and 6am – have dropped in the past two years.
The rate of assault in this period was 13.3 assaults per 100,000 people in 2012/13 to
11.7 in 2014/15.
Minister for Liquor Regulation Jane Garrett says that previous attempts at a lockout
in Melbourne were "a disaster for the fabric of our social and cultural identity".
Melbourne has ambitions to be a 24-hour city, including having a year-long trial of
all-night public transport on weekends.
Victoria has placed an emphasis on smaller venues with a freeze on new licences to
serve alcohol after 1am, with exemptions for small venues that serve food or feature
live music.
"We tried lockout laws and it didn't work for Melbourne," Ms Garrett said.
"Unlike other cities, Melbourne has 24-hour public transport, a liquor freeze on big
beer barns and inspectors out on the beat making sure licensees are doing the right
thing."
The state opposition have also condemned Mr Baird's policy, backing Victoria's
approach to late night venues.
"We trust Victorians to choose where and when to have a drink and we believe the
solution to violence is to punish the violent and not everyone else. We don't see any
sense in creating the ghost town that Sydney has become," Opposition Leader
Matthew Guy said.
Read more: http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/lockout-laws-would-destroy-melbournevictorian-government-20160214-gmtppt.html#ixzz40IZKtKoU
Follow us: @theage on Twitter | theageAustralia on Facebook
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VicHealth finds Victorians drink before, during
and after night out
NOVEMBER 25 2013
Kate Hagan
Loading up on packaged alcohol before going out to licensed venues is common
among Victorian drinkers, who are also drinking between venues and on returning
home after a night out.
A VicHealth survey of more than 2000 Victorians identified the three types of
drinking, dubbed pre-loading (before going to a licensed venue), side-loading
(between venues) and post-loading (after returning home).

Source: VicHealth.
Researchers asked people who had bought liquor from a bottle shop in the past year
about their drinking patterns and found 42 per cent of those surveyed had engaged
in some form of loading. One-in-three drinkers had pre-loaded (28 per cent) and one
in four had either side-loaded (24 per cent) or back-loaded (23 per cent). One-in-10
drinkers had engaged in all three types of loading.
VicHealth chief executive Jerril Rechter said the practice of loading up on alcohol
was concerning with links to aggressive behaviour, accidents and injuries.
''There isn't much information about exactly how much alcohol is consumed in
Victorian homes, so we were concerned to find one-in-10 people in our survey drink
before and after they go out, as well as in between venues,'' she said.
''Evidence shows that if you take a 'traveller' or have a few before or after you're out,
you're much more likely to suffer verbal or physical abuse or wind up in a situation
where you fear for your safety,'' she said.
The research, to be presented at the Australian Professional Society on Alcohol and
other Drugs conference in Brisbane on Monday, found pre-loading was most popular
among women aged 18 to 24.
Men aged 45 to 59 favoured post-loading, while side-loading was most popular
among 25 to 39-year-olds of both genders.
Researcher Bruce Bolam said loading was heavily associated with binge drinking
and highlighted some of the harms that could result from packaged liquor. ''Police
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blue lights tend to go on outside licensed premises but what our research shows is
that some of those callouts are the result of people engaging in loading,'' he said.
''If you are drinking outside those venues and then inside as well, that is where the
cascade of harms will tend to occur.''
Previous research has linked a high density of packaged liquor outlets to higher
levels of alcohol-related violence.
Dr Bolam said communities should be given more of a say on liquor outlets where
there were concerns, and called for a broader conversation on alcohol. ''Most people
enjoy alcohol responsibly as part of their lives and we all recognise there are harms
associated with it but we tend to think the problem is someone else's,'' he said.
Tell us about your drug and alcohol use: take the Global Drug Survey.
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Policy on drugs endangers youth
By Vivienne Moxham-Hall. First published in The Sydney Morning Herald.
21 May 2012
When you get to high school, you are
taught that drugs are ''bad''. The
teachers show you pictures and tell you
the horror stories about drugs, but at
that age, you can never really believe
that something which looks like a sugar
pill can wreak all that damage and the
stories never really quench any
curiosity.
The kids at my high school, and others,
started experimenting with drugs about
the age of 16, when most of us were in
year 9. It was mainly cannabis that they
would smoke after school and it was
usually the ''cool'' kids.
But in years 10 and up, the appeal of
drugs widened. Whole groups of friends
were made around the rave culture and Drugs have become so normalised in
today's youth culture the penalties just
moved towards harder drug
don't matter as much, writes Vivienne
experimentation.
Moxham-Hall.
Raving is where large groups of young
adults of varying ages would dance to
electronic beats while ''pinging''. The locations of these raves were often released
the same day they occurred to avoid detection.
These kids would practice their rave moves in their lunch break and were very open
about what they did if you asked. Other groups would experiment at parties or within
their group of friends.
High school is very much a time of social experimentation and drugs seemed to
become an integral component of the high school experience for some people. The
criminalisation of drugs means experimentation can be harder and riskier. Often kids
won't know what they are taking or can take very dangerous risks in mixing their
drugs. If something goes wrong, the fear of their parents, of the police and what they
might do, often stops them from calling an ambulance. It was understood that you
didn't call an ambulance if something went wrong.
I personally have never taken any drugs besides alcohol for my own reasons. People
often don't believe me, and whenever I decline an offer of drugs it can be met with
incredulity.
My friends have shielded me from a lot of the social stigma that is attached to being
''anti-drugs'' as I came to that resolution quite early in my high school years. Some
people will want an explanation, while others may just write you off. I have always
been very curious about drugs and a lot of my closest friends have experimented a
lot with different kinds of drugs.
At my year 12 formal I found myself the only sober and drug-free individual in my
group of friends. They had all taken a pill halfway through the night and had a
connection that I was never going to be able to replicate. They had done something
dangerous together, bonded and experienced the same trip.
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At university, it became more common to experiment with drugs or smoke pot with
everyone upstairs at a party or, for a lot of people in hospitality, just to get through
the night at work. There was still the criminal risk associated with it, which could give
them a permanent criminal record and devastate their future job prospects,
depending on what they wanted to do. But everyone else was doing it, so it didn't
seem to matter so much.
Drugs have become so normalised in today's youth culture the penalties just don't
matter as much. Not only that, but the subcultures with the highest rates of drug
consumption - raves, clubs, music festivals and hospitality - have the police almost
turning a blind eye to small rates of drug consumption because it is already so
common. Prohibition is not working.
In Portugal, drugs were decriminalised in 2001. Today there is a bulk of evidence
pointing to Portugal as a leader in drug reform. Not only have rates of drug use
declined in almost every measured category, but Portugal also has the least amount
of drug use when compared with the EU countries with more stringent criminalisation
measures.
A prominent white paper by Glenn Greenwald on the Portugal decriminalisation also
documented an absolute decrease in prevalence rates of drug use in the 15 to 19
age group, a milestone for youth health. The evidence in Portugal shows
decriminalisation would save the Australian government upward of $2 billion on
police, judicial, legal and corrective expenditure, and also decrease the harm that is
happening to the young people in Australia.
Our drug policy is a public health issue. It is criminalising kids and endangering the
health and safety of the youth of today. My experience has shown me drugs aren't
going away. It has shown me prohibition has failed.
Australia needs to look for a better way of dealing with drug use than turning a blind
eye or punishing those who fall prey to the allure of the promise of happiness in a
pill. Portugal's decriminalisation demonstrates there is a viable alternative that we
should be seriously considering.
Vivienne Moxham-Hall is completing a master's of health policy at the University of
Sydney. She participated in the Australia21 roundtable and will be part of a public
forum hosted by theSydney Morning Herald and Sydney Ideas tonight.
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The drugs debate Australia needs
MAY 21 2012
Heartwrenching ... Tony and Angela Wood found out their
daughter had been using drugs when police brought news of
her death.
THE Herald's stories of families battling with the
consequences of drug use have been heart-wrenching. Loving
parents, like those of Daniel Smith in Saturday'sHerald, see
their child caught in a spiral of dependency and try - in vain,
sometimes - to keep them safe. Or worse, find out too late when their child reacts badly or overdoses, or police bring
news of a death to their door - that a loved one has been
using drugs. Something like that happened to Anna Wood's
parents in 1995, whose views we report today. The reactions
of those families to the question we raise today differ strongly. No one can call any
reaction wrong: each case, each experience of drugs, is different.
Drugs promise pleasure, or ease from pain, but more often deliver the opposite.
Legal drugs can be bad enough: alcohol increases and worsens violence and
incivility; cigarettes slowly choke their users to death. Illegal drugs damage people
just as badly in different ways. And their very illegality goes further: their manufacture
is uncontrolled, so dosages are uncertain. The life addicts lead does more damage.
There is, in short, no reason for anyone to think illegal drugs will make things better.
Yet drugs will not go away. As we reported on Friday, the latest annual Illicit Drug
Data Report from the Australian Crime Commission shows more than nine tonnes of
illegal drugs were seized in 2010-11, valued at $1 billion, an increase of 19 per cent
on the previous year. The commission is modest about the achievement,
acknowledging that as the size of the trade cannot be assessed there is no way of
knowing if the authorities are making progress. Indeed, bigger seizures may indicate
only a bigger trade in drugs. Demand drives this market. People rightly or wrongly
want drugs, and criminals are only too willing to supply them.
The question is: what is the right response? Is it the present solution - to ban drugs,
set the police on the criminals' trail, create a black market, and deliver colossal
profits to those who successfully flout the law so they can corrupt law enforcement
agencies and undermine entire governments? Is it harm minimisation, which sees
drug addiction as a medical problem, not a crime? Or is there some middle way? We
believe Australia needs to have this debate. Politicians will not start it, fearing to look
soft on drugs. That is why the Herald is sponsoring a drugs forum at the University of
Sydney, and seeking the public's views on this difficult issue over coming weeks. We
look forward to your response.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE HEADING OUT,
HEADING HOME PROGRAM
Overview
A powerpoint presentation describing the program in detail is available on request
Anticipated Program Learning Outcomes

provide alcohol and drug education in a more engaging manner
and better resonate with participating students
increase student knowledge and understanding of alcohol, drugs,
support services, and licensed venues, enabling students to make
more informed decisions
reduce alcohol and drug related issues in young people and their
communities
provide students with a sound knowledge of the roles of police,
security, ambulance drivers in managing alcohol and drug issues,
and build better relationships as a result
provide positive input to the ongoing development of the ‘Heading
Out, Heading Home’ program. This program has an online module
that will be implemented with future schools attending the program.
The current pilot questionnaire and online module will provide
students with foundation knowledge about numerous alcohol and
drug topics
provide positive input to the Education Department’s current
curriculum outline program for alcohol and drug education
programs including those conducted by Victoria Police. We are
more than happy to share our learning's with the Victoria Police
Pilot Evaluation
For the pilot program ‘Heading Out, Heading Home’, AlcoCups will be handing out
pre and post questionnaires. The questionnaires will require students to answer
specific questions to assess their retention of material and also provide feedback
regarding the program.
AlcoCups are very experienced in this area and have previously collated more than
11,500 similar surveys over the past 3 years from other University sessions.
Future Evaluation
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It is our commitment and intention to have the social marketing department of the
Griffith University to undertake a scientific evaluation that will be reported in a
reputable academic journal.
A pre-online module survey and post online questionnaire will be conducted with
each school attending the Heading Out, Heading Home program, to ascertain
knowledge within-subject attitude and behavioural intention.
We will endeavour to have all future surveys conducted online, prior to
commencement of the Heading Out, Heading Home program. Future participation of
schools attending the Heading Out, Heading Home education program will provide
participating students with an assigned, personalised eight-digit code ensuring
anonymity.
The identification codes will be used to match, pre and post-data at an individual
level. The research design and evaluation, measures used and data analysis
procedures to evaluate the program and will follow the procedures reported by
Rundle-Thiele, Russell-Bennett, Leo and Dietrich (2013).
Police Partnerships
In Victoria Police Corporate Documents a strong emphasis is placed on partnerships
with key stakeholders including the private sector.
This program is a good example of how these partnerships can work to improve
community outcomes.
Victoria Police resources are purchased from AlcoCups including Standard Drink Cups that have
relevant standard drink measurements. Police hand the cups out in the ‘Cool Heads’ program to
participants. 1,000 cups are purchased each year. The next program is being delivered on the
19th July and is held at least a couple of times each year.

http://greatershepparton.com.au/community/safety-and-wellbeing/communitysafety/cool-heads
Victoria Police Youth Resource Officers also purchase ‘Fatal Vision Goggles’ from AlcoCups and
use them with programs they hold with young people. The goggles are a great way of physically
demonstrating the negative effects of alcohol, other than simply being told.

AlcoCups Credentials
AlcoCups is an established business with a strong record of supporting schools,
universities and NGOs.
It is Government policy to outsource services where practical, and AlcoCups meets
this requirement perfectly in regard to alcohol and drug education.
It should be noted that all RSA and First Step programs are outsourced to private
providers.
As mentioned, Victoria Police currently purchase AlcoCups resources.
Ashley Gurney established AlcoCups Pty Ltd in 2010 with the vision to provide
innovative, interactive and informative alcohol and drug education to individuals,
families and communities to reduce alcohol and drug related harms.
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AlcoCups are now one of Australia's leading alcohol and drug educators, developing
numerous educational programs and resources (supported by the Australian Drug
Foundation). Currently AlcoCups provide services to 37 of the 40 Universities in
Australia as well as providing hundreds of schools with interactive resources and
informative education sessions every year.
AlcoCups provides services to numerous other sectors including community health
organisations (The Salvation Army), sporting bodies (WA Sports Federation), public
health sectors (Victoria Police, Goulburn Valley: CoolHeads Program) and numerous
other sectors.
Use of Chasers and Inflation Nightclubs and other Licensed Premises as the
Preferred Venues
Holding such programs at venues such as Chasers and Inflation makes perfect
sense in that:
Increases student engagement regarding alcohol and drug education
Enables facilitators and presenters to simulate a party environment (house party)
where alcohol and drug issues occur
The program will be held during school hours when the venue is closed
Alcohol free underage functions already occur in nightclubs, supported by Victoria
Police under current Government policy
Senior secondary students will soon be able to legally able to enter nightclubs and
urgently need to have appropriate education on the relevant laws and responsible
behaviour
Surveys by AlcoCups clearly show university students fail in awareness of alcohol
issues such as ‘what is a standard drink’, the effect on the body of blood alcohol
levels (BAC) and relevant laws. This clearly shows that the Education Department is
failing to adequately educate and equip students with relevant information.

The Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation
(VCGLR) has stated in licensing accords that 76% of alcohol
consumed comes from a bottle shop, not a licensed venue, a
casino or restaurants. It is well known that this is the primary
source of harmful drinking by underage students
Furthermore, much of this harmful drinking occurs at unsupervised
private parties where further harm may occur from use of illicit
drugs, violence, injury from accidents, and sexual assault
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Will Sparks flies to LA on the rhythm of
Melbourne Bounce
The AGE and SMH October 7, 2013
(1)
Lawrence Money

Will Sparks makes his own sounds, clapping, for example, and electronically he uses
a lot of plug-ins and filters. Photo: Michael Clayton-Jones
Until two months ago 20-year-old Will Sparks was living with his mum in Camberwell,
composing electronic music in his bedroom after dropping out of Caulfield Grammar
at the end of year 11.
Sparks took his music to local pubs and clubs as a performing DJ and posted his
music - which he branded The Melbourne Bounce - on social media. Then one of his
tracks, Ah Yeah, made world No.3 on the Beatport chart. Another, a remix of Hello,
hit No.1 and Will Sparks was suddenly an international star.
In August he left home to tour the US, drawing huge crowds, and is now starting a
seven-week tour of Europe before moving to Los Angeles to live six months of the
year.
Still dizzy from his warp-speed climb to fame, Sparks flew back to Melbourne for a
few days last week to visit his mother, artist Barbara McClelland, his sisters and
mates, who held a celebration party that ran until 4am.
''If you told me 12 months ago that I'd be touring around the world I wouldn't believe
you,'' he said. ''I still don't believe it. I'm just a normal kid; always meeting up with my
mates and trying to stay normal because tour life is not the normal life.''
The US website Headline Miami last month hailed his Melbourne Meets America
tour, saying Sparks was ''Australia's breakthrough artist of the year''.
Sparks says he worked hard to get his Melbourne Bounce out there. ''I was booked
up to 20 times a week around Melbourne and Australia. I'd go to the country towns,
pull 1200 people. I played every single show, never late. I once played eight shows
till nine in the morning on one hour's sleep from a Sydney show the night before. So,
when Ah Yeah made the charts I thought: 'How cool is that. Just me bobbing around
in my room'.''
Sparks produces his music by combining sounds and beats and rhythms on his
home equipment - then he turns disc jockey and plays it to an audience, working the
balance, volume and mix. ''It's my cardio,'' he says. ''I'm jumping around, it's a
workout!''
Money-wise, Sparks has struck gold. Top DJs in the US can earn up to $US300,000
a gig. ''Yeah,'' he says, ''the money is disgusting, really. It's really too much to
comprehend. So, it's really about how I feel when I'm on stage. I'm just so humbled I get to play my music to the crowd and the reaction you get from them is the best
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part. My shows are mostly two hours. I had 8000 in San Diego, 6000 in Atlanta. We
did about 35 shows in 30 cities in North America.''
The sounds Sparks uses in his music are many and various. ''You can buy sound
packs,'' he says, ''and I record my own. Clapping, for example, and I make my own
kit drums.'' He learnt guitar, made his own riffs but still can't read music. ''Wasn't
good at that,'' he says.
''Electronically, I use a lot of plug-ins, find new instruments, you can tweak things
with filters. Yeah, I'm going to tour for at least the next 10 years.''
Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/music/sparks-flies-to-la-on-therhythm-of-melbourne-bounce-20131006-2v26i.html#ixzz2qjxFa5cj
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Inflation DJ Joel Fletcher to go Global
Young DJ Joel Fletcher is the latest Australian producer to go global
by: Kathy McCabe National music writer From: News Limited February 07, 2014

DJ Joel Fletcher joins Flume and Will Sparks as the rising stars of Australian
electronic music. Picture Eugene Hyland Source: News Limited
LONG before he could legally enter clubs to party, aspiring DJ and producer
Joel Fletcher would haunt the music dens hoping someone would give a kid a
break.
Perseverance and potential won out, with Fletcher scoring his first club residency at
the tender age of 16.
The 21-year-old is now riding high at the top of the ARIA charts with Swing, his remix
of the 2005 single from New Zealand rapper Savage.
And that comes after the top 40 breakthrough of Bring It Back, his collaboration with
fellow rising star Will Sparks, which also achieved platinum status of more than
70,000 downloads.
In the wake of the all-conquering Flume, Fletcher and Sparks have emerged at the
vanguard of a new generation of electronic gurus who are not only finding thousands
of fans at home but quickly building buzz for their songs overseas.

Flume was one of the electronic artists who brought the world’s attention to the
emerging Australian producer and DJ talents. Picture: Attila Szilvasi. Source: No
Source
Playing and making music was always Fletcher's dream.
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"From the age of seven or eight, I was playing drums," he says. "The majority of my
family on my Dad's side are all musicians.
"When I first started playing drums, Dad supported me with the equipment I needed
and I think that was a good factor in wanting to keep going with music."
His passion switched to DJing when he was 14 and then writing and producing his
own tracks a couple of years later.
Fletcher honed his skills playing local house parties. When he felt ready, he took his
decks to a Melbourne club he was keen to play at and demonstrated his skills to the
club promoter in his office.
Until he was of legal age, Fletcher would have to arrive at the club just five minutes
before his set and leave straight after.
Except for when he didn't, and enjoyed "a few cheeky drinks" hanging out with the
crowd and other DJs, eager to learn and network.
"Dad would take me and pick me up to the parties," he says. "And then I wanted to
play a gig at Wah Wah so I took my decks in and mixed in front of Noel for an hour.
"He gave me a go and I got my first club residency when I was 16, which was pretty
exciting for a kid."
Entering the professional DJ realm proved educational for this child of the internet.
Fletcher had grown up sourcing his tracks from wherever he could, regardless of the
copyright issues.
His perspective shifted as he started writing his own music.
"When I was younger, I would try to find the free download but as you start doing this
as a career, the more you respect the song and the importance of supporting the
artists and buying the music," he says. "These days, I think the piracy thing sucks."
Fletcher credits his mates in Orkestrated as initiating the Melbourne Sound, now
known as Melbourne Bounce, which is putting himself and Sparks on the global
dance music map.

Rising young Australian DJ and producer Will Sparks. Source: Supplied
That sound is now infiltrating clubs in the major dance capitals and influencing the
tracks currently being produced by other up-and-coming producers.
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The 21-year-old is proud Australia is having such a significant impact on the next
wave of electronic music.
"Orkestrated are pretty much the fathers of the Melbourne sound; they made the
track called Melbourne Bounce and me and Will vibed off them," Fletcher explains.
"I did Swing in maybe three or four hours before a gig when I was browsing through
my iTunes looking for some a cappella to play that night and I came across the
Savage track. It was about a year ago.
"From there, Ministry of Sound heard the tracks and wanted to do something with it.
"When it got leaked on the internet, I was a bit iffy about when to do with it; I didn't
think it would succeed because everyone could get it.
"They told me to trust them, to revisit the track and rework it. You never know what
can happen."
The big gigs keep piling up for Fletcher now, having opened for some of Avicii's
Australian shows while his mate Sparks will head out with the Future Music Festival
next month.
Ministry also commissioned him to mix their Clubbers Guide to 2014 and Fletcher is
touring Australia's biggest clubs with Ember to promote the compilation.
"It's every kids' dream growing up as a DJ to get overseas and tour the world and I
will be touring America in April for about six weeks. After that, it's Europe," he says.
"This whole Melbourne Bounce movement has started to go global, which is pretty
crazy.
"It has been pretty full on lately with the success of the track but that's a very good
problem to have."
Swing is out now. Clubbers Guide to 2014 Tour, Macarthur Tavern, Campbelltown,
February 14, Mean Fiddler, February 21, Pacha, The Ivy, March 22
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VAADA Media Release, VAADA: Saving Lives

Mon, 11/04/2011 - 12:17pm
‘Saving lives and reducing harm should be the overarching aim of all governmental
policy and responses to drug overdoses. These harms aren’t imagined and need
concrete responses to deal with them… asking Victorians to ‘just say no’ isn’t
enough’, says Sam Biondo, Executive Officer of the Victorian Alcohol and Drug
Association, Victoria’s Peak body for the alcohol and other drug (AOD) treatment
sector.
With 9000 overdoses in Victoria in the past year let’s not stereotype who these
people are and why these overdoses happen, or limit the responses we devise to
deal with these incidents. As the Herald Sun reports indicate, the rate of heroin
overdoses is decreasing whilst the rate of overdoses from other drugs, including
pharmaceuticals, are increasing. The reasons for the misuse of pharmaceutical
drugs are complex and include; pain management, anxiety, and combatting the
impacts of ageing. The demographics of this problem are dramatically shifting with
an increase in older people consisting of mums and dads, homeowners, working
people or retirees. Thus it is wasteful to predicate any response on the stereotypes
which governed the heroin glut 10 years previously.
‘We would be concerned if scarce resources were used to police ‘drug hotspots’ as a
response to the symptoms of drug use, whilst an experienced and informed
specialist AOD treatment sector which is able to offer holistic solutions to drug
misuse continues to struggle with minimal resources under a growing burden of
complex presentations, as has been clearly identified in the recent Victorian AuditorGeneral’s report into drug treatment services’ says Sam Biondo. ‘We can’t ignore the
fact that people from all walks of life are vulnerable to this problem and we therefore
need to address this complex issue with a view to involving all stakeholders. This
means GPs, pharmacists, treatment workers, police and families to name just a few’.
Drug treatment saves lives. A pragmatic response to this issue is to bolster the
treatment sector so it can quietly and professionally respond to the ever-changing
and increasingly complex array of presentations with evidence-informed practices.
Increasing public knowledge on the harms which can result in overdosing, combined
with an expansion of the treatment sector to catch the wider and more diverse
demographics which are at risk of harm from substance use will save lives and
prevent harm. Populist responses such as increased policing, tougher penalties and
the like will target only a portion of those at risk, create further stigma, drive some
groups underground and create further harm.
For media comment contact Sam Biondo, Executive Officer at VAADA on (03) 9412
5600
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SOCIAL MEDIA RESPONSE TO 3AW
DISCUSSION ON GHB USE
JUNE 6TH 2013
http://www.3aw.com.au/blogs/neil-mitchell-blog/ghb-number-one-priority-for-citypolice/20130606-2nrm6.html

Matt Thursday 6 June, 2013 - 7:38 PM
The problem is much worse than this, kids as young as 16 years old are
dealing/using ghb frequently at house parties and such.
Daniel Thursday 6 June, 2013 - 12:19 PM
If the police think its 15 they are well mistaken, more like 15 a week! Us club
promoters and venue owners have been trying to stamp it out for years! Police have
only just caught on? Now that' its a epidemic? What a joke!
Response from Patrick Dromi Manager Inflation Nightclub
Police are poorly trained, full of self-righteous drug war propaganda and wildly out
of touch with the reality of the situation. We all know this, no point complaining. So,
where does this leave us? Whinging on social meda? No. F*** PROHIBITION, I
agree Ã¢Â?Â? we have 40 years of evidence proving the war on drugs is an abject
failure in terms of real outcomes. But it is what it is. This leaves us, all of us in the
Melbourne nightclub scene responsible.
Let's take some action. GHB's harms outweigh the benefits. It costs lives. All of us
know this. If I become aware an individual in my venue is involved with GHB they
will be banned for life. But I'm just one guy. I need the rest of you to help me.
COMMUNITY ACTION!
If you know someone who takes GHB, don't go out with them! If you see someone
take GHB, tell them that what they are doing is not OK! Peer pressure works.
If the anti-juice campaign continues to gather momentum there is no reason why we
can't achieve a reality where it is not acceptable to take GHB in a nightclub. What if
the juice heads were told to leave not just by security, but by other patrons? The
problem would disappear overnight. If you see someone on juice, let them know
that they are ruining it for everyone else.
In short; if you want the gestapo out of your clubs, don't tolerate GHB. Stand the
Hell up and be counted.
I have employed a research officer to complete " Real" data that we will present to
Govt and an education campaign.
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GM - Patrick
Patrick Thursday 6 June, 2013 - 11:32 AM
The police have been "showing force" against those who choose to use drugs
recreationally for decades. This approach is misguided and demonstrably
ineffective. Education and harm minimisation strategies on the other hand do result
in positive health outcomes for the wider community.
VicPol don't care about GHB causing harm to individuals. I have witnessed
officerÃ¢Â?Â?s point and laugh at kids blowing out rather than offer/seek
assistance on more occasions than I can count. If they do decide to take action, it is
a traditional justice model intervention like arrest and criminal charges that helps
absolutely nobody.
If VicPol were truly concerned with the increasing prevalence of GHB amongst
nightclub goers they would train their officers properly. They would invest heavily in
targeted education campaigns. They would work with rather than against venues to
implement appropriate harm minimisation strategies on a case by case basis. They
would arrange for referral to healthcare providers rather than put kids in a cell for
the night.
Because at the end of the day, the cat is out of the bag. Drugs exist. People use
them. We as taxpayers are funding the police to bang their heads against a brick
wall by applying the same Nixon-era rhetoric to a modern issue. The definition of
insanity is repeating the same action over and over and expecting a different
result...
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More police ‘no solution’ to drug woes
The AGE Victoria July 11, 2013 Alana Schetzer

'We should tackle it as a health issue. Police are an agency of last resort; we're left
to pick up the pieces.' - Andrew Crisp.
One of Victoria's most senior police officials has urged the government to treat drug
abuse as a health issue rather than a law and order problem, saying he would rather
see funding go to health and welfare services than to more police.
Assistant Commissioner Andrew Crisp, speaking at the Yarra Drug and Health
Forum last Monday, said more police or jails were not the only solution to drug woes.
''We should tackle it as a health issue. Police are an agency of last resort; we're left
to pick up the pieces. At times there is too much emphasis on police. We're one part
of the solution,'' he said. ''We don't want to see another 1400 officers promised …
there's politics and then there's public policy. We don't like the bidding wars.''
The Assistant Commissioner's comments are potentially embarrassing to the state
government, which won the 2010 election in part due to its hardline law-and-order
policy, including the employment of 1600 more police officers and 100 more transit
police at a cost of $334 million over four years.
The 2013-14 budget included $131.5 million for 357 new prison beds and a new 40bed high-security unit at Barwon Prison, which was criticised by welfare and health
services as a lopsided approach to the issue.
A spokeswoman for lobby group Smart Justice, Michelle McDonnell, said at the time:
''We need to target early intervention and prevention instead of housing the
consequences of a failed system in prisons.''
Victorian Alcohol and Drug Association executive officer Sam Biondo said it was
encouraging to hear that a senior police officer made public comment about the
complexity of the issue.
''Work in the drug and alcohol field is extremely complex; there is often an overlap
between a whole range of social [and] economic disadvantage, mental health,
education levels and lack of work,'' he said.
''There needs to be a cultural shift and to actually implement evidence-based
approaches that are known to enable us to save lives, reduce harm to the individual
and the community.''
Police Association of Victoria secretary Greg Davies said he was not ''entirely sure
how a senior police officer could call for fewer police when Victoria has the second
smallest force'', but added that he agreed that more was needed to address front-line
services that dealt with drug users and addicts.
''Too often police are required to be all things to all people when their job is to
enforce the law - and the law still says that the use and possession of illicit drugs is a
crime,'' Mr Davies said.
Read more: http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/more-police-no-solution-to-drugwoes-20130710-2pqfq.html#ixzz2lF3y7wWz
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Inflation Nightclub denies moving GHB
overdose victim out before getting help
by: Alex White From: Herald Sun July 08, 2013

Inflation Nightclub denies moving overdose victim. Source: Herald Sun
A KING St nightclub has denied dragging an overdose victim out into an alley
before calling an ambulance so as to avoid endangering its licence.
A source said the girl was lapsing in and out of consciousness and couldn't walk
after overdosing on GHB at an all-night dance party at Inflation Nightclub last month.
But club manager Martha Tsamis said police, paramedics and Salvation Army
officers were on the scene.
The source said staff took her out into Geddes Lane before calling for help, to avoid
a blot on the club's record.
But Ms Tsamis denied the claim.
"Geddes Lane is part of our venue - it is not a back laneway," she said.
"Anyone that has a medical issue and needs assistance, we have trained first-aid
officers, and the person will be taken to the closest point where we can give them
assistance under supervision," she said.
She said drug use in the club would not be tolerated, but "there is a small element of
people who obviously come in and take drugs".
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"We would always call an ambulance. Someone dying is not what anyone wants.
"We want this on the radar. We are now reporting ambulance calls and because we
are reporting it there has been a spike, but sometimes we feel like we are being
penalised."
She said the club reported all incidents involving GHB to police and had hired a harm
minimisation officer.
Police have begun a crackdown in King St after 20 GHB overdoses were recorded in
the precinct in April.
GHB costs as little as $7 a hit and is being sold in take-away soy sauce containers
by dealers in nearby carparks.
Superintendent Rod Wilson said: "We have a lot of ambulances being called to selfinduced drug-taking incidents, and resources are thin on the ground and being
strained. We are certainly saying to nightclub owners they have to work with police
and if they have any CCTV footage that can identify people involved, to hand it over."
Lord Mayor Robert Doyle called for venues promoting 12-hour dance parties to be
accountable for people taking drugs on their premises.
"If police are arresting people for trafficking in or around a venue, and the club is not
calling the police or even ambulances, there are mechanisms to say this is no longer
a safe place," he said.
The Salvation Army was putting teams on the street from 4am to help with drug
overdoses, Major Brendan Nottle said.
"We need to alert people to the fact this is an industrial-based cleaner," Maj Nottle
said of the drug.
A spokesman for the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation said
findings that a licensee was guilty of drug offences, or ignoring illicit drug use or
trafficking on their premises, could be grounds for a disciplinary inquiry.
alex.white@news.com.au
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